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ADDRESSING THE IRISIS:
Keynesian fiscal policy is nowadays out of fashion with neo-conservative econom ists whose mantra is liberalism and free markets. Nonetheless, SUB RAMAl\'lAM
PILLAY argues that the government should not cut its expenditure so drastically.
Increased allocation in reforestation, in education and training, in health and social services and in low-cost housing, which have low foreign content, may very
well lead to stimulation of the Malaysian economy. Dare the government heed
this call?

n response to the cur-

rent financial cris1~, our
finance minio;t~r has mtr0duced a number of
measures i:n the las Budget and
subsequently in Dt?Cember.Some
of the measures are appropnate
and Aliran "' t>~comes them. For
example, mea~ures that encourage export and di.:.courage imports as , . ell a:c- the postponement of man) mega projects tall
in this categoT). Of course, it
would have been better if some

of the more ridiculous projects
such as the Highlands highway
proJect the new international air-

port for the northern region, and
the ma5sjve land reclamation
p roject are totally cancelled.

Inappropriate

Fiscal Polley?
What is ofmoreinun~.-.odiate conccrl) is the across the boan:l cut
in government e x~ enditure
amounting to 18 per ent = the
government's operat 1g and development budgets.
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In 1998, and perhaps even in economy so that inflation can be
1999, private sector consumption kept under control. By the same
spending (i.e. expenditure by token, budget deficits during
firms and ordinary individuals in recessionary times through a
Malaysia) is not going to increase combination of lower taxes and
due to a number of reasons in- incre~d government spending
cluding the negative wealth ef- to compensate for the drop in prifect (i.e. people feeling poorer vate sector demand will reduce
due to the drop in the value of the impact of the economic slowproperty and shares) and the in- down.
crease in the prices of imported
goods. Moreover, private sector This Keynesian fiscal policy is
investment is also expected to nowadays out of fashion with
suffer a severe drop this year neo-conservative economists
partly due to the tightening up who dominate international inof loan growth. So, that leaves stitutions like the International
only government expenditure Monetary Fund (IMF) whose
and net exports (exports minus mantra is liberalisation and free
imports) as the only sources of markets. Much of the blame for
economic growth.
the discrediting of Keynesian
theory must be placed squarely
With the currency depreciation, on the shoulders of politicians of
we can expect net exports to in- Western democracies who began
crease. However, if government with budget deficits during
spending is cut by a massive 18 recessionary times and continper cent, then it is unlikely that ued it during boom times to rethe increase in net exports alone main popular with the public at
can compensate for the expected large.
drop in the three components of
gross domestic product: private What is needed is some disciconsumption, private investment pline within governments. For
and government spending.
example, the Malaysian government should have run big budIn short the government's move get surpluses during the past 8
will actually intensify the eco- to 9 years of high economic
nomic slowdown that is bound growth. If it had done that, it
to happen in any case. Lord would have built up ample reKeynes, one of the leading econo- serves and resources to withmists of this century, in response stand the recent shocks to the
to the economic depression of the economy. (h1Stead, we had con1930s, came out with the pro- tinuous increases in public secposal that governments should tor spending with numerous
act as stabilisers in the economy mega projects).
by running budget surpluses
during boom times and budget Be that as it may, the government
deficits during recessionary pe- should not compound its past
riods.
error by now cutting its expenditure so drastically. What it
Budget surpluses through a com- should do instead is to reallocate
bination of higher taxes and its appropriations by reducing
lower spending during boom budget allocations involving fortimes tend to cool down the eign content (e.g. projects requirAI iran Monthly 1998: 18( 1) Feb Page 4

ingimported items, the financing
of thousands of students abroad
to do courses that can be easily
offered here, etc) and instead increase allocations which ~Till
stimulate the local economy. For
example, an expansion in lowcost housing construction will act
to stimulate the depressed construction sector; low-cost housing uses mainly locally produced
materials: cement, bricks, rooftiles etc.
More importantly, this is the time
we should be investing in social
and environmental capital. Increased allocations should be
made for reforestation, for education and training and for health
and social services.
We strongly urge the Finance
Minister to reconsider this aspect
of the policy measures he has introduced so far. In fact from anecdotal descriptions of the implementation of this policy, we have
heard some very depressing stories. Doctors in government hospitals have been asked to cut
down sharply on their prescriptions for patients to save costs.
An across the board 18 per cent
cut has translated into, in some
cases, more than a 50 per cent cut
in the spending of discretionary
items.
Since they cannot reduce wages
and salaries by 18 per cent, they
end up reducing spending on
maintenance, prescriptions, stationery, training_ etc, by much
more than that so that they can
get an overall reduction of 18 per
cent. Thus we ha\•e the ironic
situation of maintenance workers not having much to do, since
the allocation of materials required for repair and maintenance has been sharply cut!

TAKING STOCK OF 1997
After almost a decade of stunning economic growtb,
the Mala~.Uade has turned out to be a mirage.
5118~ PILLAY looks .t how tbing& went
10111 anclc:riliGily cliscusses 10me ofthe.mdal poliq
Nlpcmaes in this aticle. In the following artide heJboks into 1lle pmspects for 1998.

g

y the time you read this,
our Muslim friends
would have just observed the end of the
holy month of Ramadan and
Chlnese Malaysians would have
welcomed the Lunar New Year

of the Tiger. It appears to be a
good time to take stock of the
past year and look forward to the
year that is ahead.

A Year To Forget
Thepastyearbegan withalotof

confident talk. The Kuala
Lumpur Stock Exchange Composite Index (KLCI) was on its
way to test its aJI time high set in
the 1993/94 bull run; it came
pretty close when it touched 1272
points on 25 February 1997. The
ringgit appeared to be strong and
stable.
There were some detractors (including the regular Altran
Monthly columnists) who were
pointing at the growing current
account deficits (due to our exports of goods and services being persistently less than imports) and the massive expansion

Continuec/ from previous page
Training staff are undPrworked
due to a reduction in the training budget!
Thus, while the JMF and foreign
analysts may applaud our government for cutting expenses,
such an indiscriminate move
without careful and detailed
planning can end up being a case
of the cure being worse than the
disease!

Given the fragmented nature of

the Malaysian financial industry,
there appears to be a conflicting
interpretation of the loan growth
targets that have been set and the
directives that have been sent.

purposes. He was also quoted
that if a company's current bank
is not extending loans, the company can always look around for
another bank to borrow from .
But it is more easily said than
done. Perhaps, Bank Negara
should establish some sort of a
clearing mechanism for such
businesses matching them '".r:ith
banks having ample liquidity!

Lf loan growth targets are on a
year-on-year basis, then some
banks will have to actually reduce their loan portfolio in order
to come within the guidelines.
Some flexibility in interpretation In summary, the government
Monetary Polley
is needed here. In addition, many should re-examine its current fisRigidity?
businesses have seen their line of cal policy and not blindly follow
Our second concern centres on credit being cut suddenly, just IMF-like measures. Of course, it
the current monetary policy that when they needed it the most, goes without saying, that in all
is being pursued by the govem- given the economic slowdown policy formulation and implementthrough Bank Negara's at- their customers arc facing.
mentation, increased transparency and prior consultations
tempts to reduce the rate ofloan
growth. We strongly welcome A local newspaper reported a with the Malaysian public are abthis move. However, as before, senior Bank Negara officiaJ as solutely essential. We have, rethe devil appears to be in the de- having said that there IS adequate peatedly highlighted this in the
tails of the implementation. supply of loans for productive Alirm1 Monthly. 0
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of real estate stock especially
high-rise condominiums, office
blocks and mega shopping malls.
If these critics were foreign, they
were said to be jealous of
Malaysia's rapid growth; if they
happened to be toea I, they were
accused of being against
progress!
The mantra was double-eight
(eight being a lucky number
amongst the Chinese): more than
eight years of at least eigltt per
cent real growth. Together with
Vision 2020, it made many Malaysians so self-assured - or arrogant as some would put it.
Ours was the land of can-do Malaysia Boleh! or Boleh-Land.
Towards the middle of 1997,
things were beginning to deviate
from the happy scenario of high
growth and bigger increases in
share prices. The real estate collapse in Thailand led Bank
Neeara to take ~orne tentative
steps in April 1997 to curb the
runaway growth in loans given
out by banks and finance companies. This caused the KLCI to
retreat to just over 1000 points.
Punters in the stock market
blamed Bank Negara for spoiling
their fun.
At the end of June 1997, the
world media was focused on
Hong Kong where British rule
came to an end. However, while
the celebrations were going on in
the colony, government officials
in Thailand were in no mood to
enjoy. The Thai Baht was again
being targeted by currency
speculators and on 2 july 1997, a
day after Hong Kong was
handed over to China, the Bank
of Thailand gave up trying to

defend its currency. The Baht was
allowed to fall16 per cent to almost 30 to the dollar.
Exactly eight days later, on 10

July 1997 Manila, allowed its
Peso to fall by 11.5 per cent. Soon
after, the Rupiah and the Ringgit
followed suit, and we witnessed
the almost unending depreciation of these four currencies
throughout the entire second half
of the year.
By the end of the year, the KLCI
has collapsed to just over 500
points, an astonishing 60 per cent
drop in the average value of the
shares listed on the main board
of the KLSE in just 10 months.
Many shares had lost more than
90 per cent of their value. It is
easily one of the worst performances in our financial history;
previous bear markets took a
much longer time to drop so
much.
The carnage among the Second
Board shares which were very
popular with local shareholders,
has been even more drastic. The
Second Board Index fell by nearly
80 per cent from its all-time high
of 680 points reached only on 19
March 1997!

Ringgit Plunges
Meanwhile, unimaginable events
were taking place in the currency
market. The value of our ringgit
and of its ASEAN counterpartsthe Thai Baht, the Philippine
Peso and the Indonesian Rupiah
-together with the South Korean
Won, were in a free fall.
The ringgit had depreciated by
abou t 45 per cent to a value of
about RM4.80 per US dollar. PutAli ron Monthly 1998: 18( 1) Feb Page 6

ting it another way, the US dollar had appreciated 96 per cent
against the ringgit. For a parent
who has a child studying in the
US, the cost of his or her education would have almost doubled
if the new exchange rate persisted.
At the beginning of 1997, it cost
us 2.50 ringgit to buy one US dollar; by the end of the year, for the
same amount, we were able to
buy only one Singapore dollar!
As if the collapse of the stock

market and the ringgit was not
enough, there was a sudden halt
in what has been a boom time in
the property market. The upward spiral that began in the
early 1990s appears to have been
frozen in its tracks. The massive
glut of real estate combined with
the sudden drop in demand due
to the collapse of the stock market and the tightening up of lending for real estate has set in stage
a scenario for a sharp drop in real
estate prices.

Mlclclle·Ciass
Crisis?
This triple calamity of stock mar-

ket, currency and real estate collapse has left many Malaysians
in a state of shock. confusion and
anger. A whole generation of
middle-class Malaysians (those
in their early thirties and
younger) who had not really
gone through the 1985/86 recession appear to be the most affected, p~ychologtcally at least.
Their dr~ams Of a condominium,
country house and BMW are rapidly evaporating at the altar of
the sinking -.tack market.
The financial crisis has hit the

middle class earlier and more
severely than the lower income
groups. The stock market collapse has wiped out a substantial portion of their wealth. This
is unlike the 1985I 86 crisis where
large scale unemployment
preceeded the collapse of the
stock market and the real estate
market. This may be the first
middle class crisis in modern
Malaysian history!
Besides hitting the wallet of Malaysians, more importantly the
crisis has severely dented the ego
of our political leaders and their
supporters. True to their profession, the politicians persisted in
blaming the foreigners for their
problem. The new mantra became "Blame Soros for our sorrows!"

efits of globalisation as we were precipitated even further sharp
getting more and more addicted drops in the value of the currency
to these foreign funds. Now we and shares. The rules were reare paying the economic costs of moved as suddenly as they were
the same phenomenon: the in- introduced.
stant withdrawal of these funds
due to a loss of confidence.
Then came the UEM-Renong onoff-on exemption from amandaIn short, 1997 began with a bang tory general offer which was anand ended with a squeak. The other scandalous example of the
much vaunted model of growth absence of transparency and acappeared to be discredited and countability. This really rocked
the political leadership is in a cri- theKLSE.
sismood.
Soon after that came the "secBefore we examine the prospects ond" budget in December where
for 1998, a quick review of how sweeping across-the-board cuts
the government has responded is in government spending were
necessary. Again, regular readers announced. At the same time,
of Aliran Monthly would be stronger measures to curb the
aware of these responses and growth of loans were also introtheir impact on the crisis.
duced.

Government's
Response

Aliran Monthly has been
analysing the causes and conse- The government, and especially
quences of this crisis as the Prime Minister Dr Mahathir
events have been unfolding in Mohamad, were at first in a
the past few months. So we will strong state of denial blaming
not repeat those arguments in everything specifically on the
detail in this article. It suffices to activities of international specusay that the main causes appear lators and in general on Western
to have been the rapid growth in countries "who are jealous of our
loans and money supply which growth." George Soros, the
fueled a boom in the stock mar- (in)famous international finanket and real estate while promot- cial speculator was the villain of
ing massive increases in con- the day!
sumption; this in turn led to a
deteriorating current account As the weeks and months went
deficit.
by, slowly but steadily, a growing sense of panic emerged
The growth in loans and money amongst the leaders. Suddenly,
supply has been encouraged by we had one overnight decision
the massive inflow of foreign after another. There were atportfolio investment, i.e., foreign tempts to change trading rules on
investment into our stock market the Kl.SE by placing all the 100
and short-term investment op- shares that make up the KLCI as
portunities. Those were the days designated shares.
when middle-class Malaysians
were singing praises of the ben- Instead of arresting the slide, it
Aliron Monthly 1998: 18(1) Feb Poge 7

All these appeared to be the actions of a government in panic.
We have pointed out the flaw in
the contractionery fiscal policy
that is being pursued by the government in the preceding article.
Even the formation of the National Economic Action Council
(NEAC) has the hallmark of instant decisions without consultation with the public. Surely, in
this moment of crisis, it would
have been better to have set up a
more broad-based advisory
council where new measures can
be discussed and debated before
they are introduced as policies.
This is the problem with our
leaders who never bother to consult or seck advice from the public. They always assume that they
know best and that others outside the ruling circle do not matter much and that their views are
of little consequence. 0

WHAT'S IN STORE
FOR 1998?

g

tis ironic that in spite of
the coming Year of the
Tiger, the so-ca lied
Asian Tiger economies
are going to perform more like
pussy cats. Malaysia is going to
be no exception.

Given the very tight monetary
and fiscal policies that are being pursued, we can expect that
1998 to be a year of low or no
growth. Low growth by itself is
not necessarily a bad thing.
One or two years of low growth
may give the Malaysian
economy an opportunity torestructure itself.
To do this, one needs an open
government which is receptive to
new ideas and which has the
courage to discard political and
economic actions which have directly or indirectly contributed to
this crisis.

For example, the practice of
awarding patronage privatisation contracts without an
open tendering system must go.
As pointed out in an article in the
last issue of the Aliran Monthly
(Vol 17 No 11), such practices
ha ve led to big losses to the ordinary Malaysian citizen.

Higher Inflation Rate
Secondly, inflation rate is bound
to be higher than in 1997. Given
that Malaysia is an open
economy, many of the goods and
services that we consume are either imported or have a subs tan_,

tial import content in it or is an
internationally traded good.
This will lead to sharp rises in the
price of many goods. For example, cookmg oil is produced
locally but the raw material,
palm oil, is traded on the international market. Naturally, its
price if quoted in Malaysian
ringgit will be higher than before
the depreciation of the ringgit.
Therefore, producers wiU want to
charge higher prices failing
which they will rather export
than sell locally:.
We can usc regulatory mechanism to control the price hikes up
to a point but it gets increasingly
difficult to enforce these rules.

The last time we had a severely
high inflation rate was in the
early 1970s when the quadrupling of oil prices led to a major
inflationary shock throughout
the world. This may be as bad as
that or even worse.

ishing. If the expected mergers
among financial institutions take
place, then there may be job
losses in that sector. Already
some firms in the securities industry have begun to lay off dealers, remisers and research analysts.
There are two issues that need to
be highlighted here.
The first is the talk that if jobs
are lost, we can send the foreign workers home. It is rare to
hnd 1n the past, a country
where foreign workers (or
guest workers) being sent
home in large numbers when
the economy slows down. For
example, the Turks who went
"temporarily" to work in Germany during the 1960s arc still
there even though many of
them have not been able to become citizens of Germany.

We believe that while there will
be a moderate rise in unemployment, the situation will not be as
severe as in 1985/86 economic
crisis. This is partly due to the almost full employment situation
we have had till 1997.

There is also very little incentive
for the employer to retrench foreign workers before Malaysians
since the former are willing to
take lower wages and benefits;
moreover, the employer would
have paid in advance a Jump
sum as fee to the employment
agencies that bring the foreign
workers here; so the employer
has strong incentives to ensure
that the worker is here for the full
duration of the contract.

However, some sectors will be
more affected than others. For
example, jobs in th~ construction
industry may be rapidly dim:in-

Thus, it is very likely that most
of the two million or so foreign
workers will still be around
through the recession.

Rise In
Une•ployment?
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The second employment issue
may be more relevant for the year
1999 in which twice the normal
number of graduates will be
coming out from lcoal universities. This is due to another one of
those instant decisions made
without consultation about three
to four years ago. That was when
the then newly appointed EducationMinisterinstructed all universities to shorten their courses
from four to three years. Now we
are going to face the music of
graduate unemployment.

If the economy recovers and
grows strongly in 1999, the situation will not be so bad but if it
is still digesting the recent economic shock, then 1999 will be a
year most graduands wil1 want
to forget!

Healthy Balance Of
Payments
One piece of good news in 1998
may be the reduction of our balance of payment current deficit
acwunt (CAD). Higher import
prices will discourage imports
while lower export prices are expected to increase exports.
However, it is important not to
overestimate our improved cost
competitiveness due to the depreciation. Indonesia, Thailand
and South Korea have had bigger depreciations of their respective currencies which makes
them even more competitive.
Thus the improvement in our
CAD may be not as high as many
expect

Glut In The
Property Sector
This year will mark the beginning of the steep fall in the property prices given the excess supply. More importantly, the construction sector and industries
producing construction materials

will see a drop in their output. In
fact, this will be one of the most
severely affected sector of the
economy in 1998.
It is important for us to remember that many warnings had been
given earlier of the impending
glut. Of course, many forecasted
the downturn in the property
sector to take place in late 1998
after the Commonwealth Games
is over. However, the currency
crisis has exposed this weak link
in our economy much earlier.
This glut may take two to three
years to work itself out.

The Stock Market
Slump To Continue?
At present, it is the considered
opinion of even conservative
stock analysts that the shares of
some of the firms listed in the
KLSE are vastly undervalued.
Even if the economy records no
growth (i.e. zero per cent), the total output of the economy is still
sizeable. This output has to be
produced by the various sectors
of the economy. This means that
firms catering for basic goods
and services and those producing for exports will continue to
hold steady. In the recent panic,
the good and the bad were all
dumped by locals and foreigners.
Thus, it is difficu lt to predict
w hat will happen to the stock
market, given that the financial
and economic fundamentals of a
company are not considered seriously in times of panic that we
are experiencing now. If the sense
of panic slowly dissipates, we
can witness some uneven recovery; on the other hand, if there arc
continuous problems whether
they arc economic or non-economic and loca I or regional, then
anything is possible. For example
the uncertainty over Suharto's
succession has had a severe effect not only on the Indonesian
Ali ron Monthly 1998: 18(1) Feb Page 9

currency but also on other regional currencies and stock markets.
It is important to emphasise
again that the government
should not focus its attention on
the recovery of the stock market.
Instead it should concentrate its
attention on the real economy.
For example, 1t should be open
and transparent, not to please
foreigners who invest in Malaysian shares but more because it
is the right thing to do. Its monetary and fiscal policies should
reflect what the productive sectors of the economy need.

However, our leaders seem to be
obsessed with tl1e stock market.
Thus we have a prime minister
who gives tips on what shares to
buy.
Our deputy prime minister appears to be thrilled in announcing that "foreign fund managers
are now returning to the local
stock market." I hope he remembers that when the fund managers come, the nnggit may appreciate by 10 to 20 sen a day but
they can leave as fast as they
come at which time the ringgit
will again drop in value rapidly.
It is not necessarily a bad thing
to have foreigners mvesting m
our stock market but it is important not to get addicted to their
investments!

This addiction to the stock market and the gambling mentality
exposes a larger moral question
in our society. In fact, one can argue that the present crisis is not
merely a financial crisis but is a
reflection of the larger moral crisis that exists in our society.
We will attempt to discuss this in
future articles. Meanwhile, we
wish the readers a healthy and
happy year ahead. 0

LET US NOW BLAME
FAMOUS MEN
By Khoo Boo Teik

urrue nationalism does not lie in &ailing out those whose reclclessness,
ambition or ineptitude, among other things, lie at the heart of our cun-ency
and share market collapses."
Sinking Ships
The ancient mariners set a
noble tradition by observing
an easily comprehensible rule:
When a ship sinks, the captain, if necessary, should go
down with it.

been imperiled by incompe- zling techniques of market
tent leadership. Still, many sorcery -- takeovers, listings,
of their helmsmen- who so injections of private interests
love being lionized as 'cap- into public listed ,·ehicles,
tains of industry'-- are quite selling overYalued scrip for
reluctant to go down with hard cash, ramping, ad nauseam. (Or, we may say they entheir ships.
gaged in the
confidence
tricks of gambling if, like Tun
Oaim Zainud din, we prefer to
liken the Kuala
Lumpur Stock
Exchange to a
casino).

Many of our vessels of business are
presently sinking.
Many, it is true, are
merely small business boats
perahu and junks - being tossed
about by financial
gales which no
economic fore- Daim ; Loomed the Kuala Lumpur Stock Exchange to a casi11o.
caster was clever
enough to warn them of.
When the good times rolled,
Quite a few of the threatened these captains werefrequcntly
vessels, however, are con- glorified as corporate wizards
glomerate 'flagships', sod- by an awestruck media and
den with excessive offshore manipulative public relations
loans, sky-high leverage, agents. Little wonder, since
and overambitious gearing. they collectively conjured bilIn other words, they have lions in personal gain by daz-
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Let us not cove~
our own eyes.
These captains
of industry are not some opportunistic kedm ruudt owners
who hoard a few bags of sugar
during times of uncertain supply and panicked demand.
These are captain:. whose
hoards of profit were sh..1red
with no one outside their exalted circles.

Many regarded themselves as
the Malaysian embodiments
of the spirit of relentless competition. Most of them
proudly let it be known that
it was 'Asian values' - hard
work and thrift, vision and
management -- which made
them tick.

If our captains are hurting, it
is not obvious to the Malaysian public that the measures
adopted by the government to
combat our predicted economic slowdown are guided
by any appreciation of who
I;tas brought us to this awful
state of affairs.

Certainly these captains (of all
colours, since we are now sufficiently of 'one family')
would never accept that
cronyism, lack of transparency, public subsidies and
protectionism had anything to
do with their success. And all
would have been appalled,
too, if anyone suggested that
'social welfare' required their
profits to be substantially
taxed for redistribution
among, let us say, the simple
contributors to the Employees
Provident Fund, or the lowest
income earners covered by
Socso.

Instead we raid kedai nmcit
owners suspected of profiteering. We compel salaried
groups -- civil servants and
private sector employees - to
accept budgetary cutbacks,
paycuts, higher prices and retrenchments. We make our
students interrupt their studies abroad. We instruct migrant workers (whose pathetic remittances weren't the
kind of capital outflow which
resulted in this currency mess)
to be prepared for redeployment or repatriation.

Live By
The Market •••

Today, all theirs that is not super solid has melted into air.
But rumour has it that our
politicians and our captains
are tugging all kinds of
cables, in subterranean if not
submarine fashion, to see
how they can tranform private losses into public liabilities. Ironically they
mean to use precisely funds
such as the EPF to 'buy and
buy again' the shares of
what may rapidly become
insolvent companies.

pects, to respond with personal sacrifices, big and small,
in their day-to-day lives. They
may tighten their belts, postpone homeownership, surrender their cars, consume
less imports, and even grow
their own vegetables.
I have no quarrel with such
behaviour, whether it is nobly
intended, sadly compelled, or
humbly conducted. But such
behaviour makes no sense socially and politically if it is not
matched by publk demands
for accountability on the part
of those who have brought us
to this impasse.

True nationalism does not lie
in bailing out those whose
recklessness, ambition or ineptitude, among other things,
lie at the heart of our currency
and share market collapses.
Let those who once lived very
What other bitter medicine well by the market die by the
lies in store after this Gongxi market.
Raya?
Otherwise Malaysian society
We don't know yet. But in would have learnt nothing
truth, the measures already from the scandals of the
indicated smack of the Inter- Bumiputera Malaysia Pinational Monetary Fund aus- nance, Maminco, and the deterity measures, without an posit-taking cooperatives, as
IMF intervention. Typically, well as the Perwaja and the
such measures demand sacri- 1992 Bank Negara's foreign
fices- in the name of national exchange losses, let alone the
interest, investor confidence present crisis.
or market reform- from those
least responsible, and least
Paper Chasers
prepared, for economic crises.
Don't get me wrong. I'm no
Many Malaysians may con- apologistfor foreign interests.
sider it their patriotic duty, or
be frightened by dire pros- The currency traders and
Ali ron Montnly 1998: 18( 1) Feb Page 11

speculators, hedge fund managers and stockbrokers, bankers and rating agencies are no
more than the paper chasers
of the world of international
finance.

Mohamad's conspiracy tlreo- planned to bail out internaries. Yet we do know that the tiona! lenders whose hot

currency speculators, were
'rogues' (because they cared
nothjng for anyone's weliare)
and 'morons' (since some lost
money anyway), who inSupported by their ideo- flicted heavy damage on the
logues in the press, think regional economies.
tanks, and academic centres,
they sing loudly of reforms, Who knows if anyone should
transparency
and agree with Mr George Soros
liberalisation when it suits that Dr Ma1rat1rir is 'a menthem. For the past few months ace to his OWtl country'. Yet
now they have practically dei- we know that our Cabinet has
fied themselves as a merciless enough members who believe
Global Market justly punish- they were God's gifts to Maing sinners like an angry god. laysia, who preached that
But that is a self-serving at- overheating was nonsense,
tempt to conceal their own zero inflation was attainable,
culpability in this East Asian and who mistook vision to
debacle.
mean only unbridled ambition.
There are all kinds of famous
men, Asian and Western, to- Who knows if anyone should
day who want us to believe suspect t1wl 'The West' is
their version of how the crisis punishing Asia for suclr things
developed and who is to as Myanmar's entry into
blame. These famous men in- Asean. Yet we know how luclude politicians, corporate dicrous it is that Mr Soros, a
figures, fund managers, cur- financial autocrat who operrency traders, international ates billion-dollar warchests
bankers, IMF technocrats, and with great secrecy, should offer himself as the champion of
economic gurus.
'open societies'.
But when East Asia went from
miracle to meltdown in a mat- As the world's lender of last
ter of months, despite assur- resort, the IMF intervened in
ances of 'strong fundamen- Thailand, Indonesia and
South Korea, ostensibly to retals', whom do we believe?
store 'investor confidence'.
Whom Should
However, it is common
We Blame?
knowledge that the IMF
Who ktwws if anyone should closed local banks in those
believe
Dr
Mahatltir countries, even as the TMF
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money fueled Asia's asset inflation but whose cold feet
burst the bubble.
The IMF, too, pretends to be a
disinterested custodian of economic reform. What wisdom
though can one expect from
the IMF whose technocrats
want their cake and eat it too.
Before the crisis, they couldn't
praise the East Asian Miracle
enough. After the crisis, they
can't condemn the East Asian
Meltdown sufficiently.
In these times of sorrow, hundreds of millions of Asians-mere commoners in a world
where cash is king- wouldn't
now know whether to put
their money-- what's left of it
-on an Asian miracle, or an
Asianrenaissance,onmAsinn
century.
The least they can do is put
blame where it lies - on the
shoulders of 'famous men'.O

With apologies to Ag«

111

and Walker
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womenan4~

who lived tlm1tlllfl.*
Great .oqn,siMu..

CALLING TYCOONS AND
TOWKAYS •••
ne measure adopted by the
government to combat the
economic slowdown is a
slash of the development
budget. In addition there have been
paycuts of salaried groups, both civil
servants and private sector employees. Tt has also been suggested that
RMlObecutfromeach teacher's pay
cheque. All will reluctantly agree
otherwise they will appear Wlpatriotic. Why not design a social compact involving all sectors of Malaysian society?
We should, therefore, demand that
the tycoons and towkays pledge to
contribute at least 10 per cent of their
company profits and 10 per cent of
their personal incomes for philanthropic
purposes,
without
acknowledgement, plaques, ceremonies, whatever. These funds can perhaps tl1en be channelled as endowments to schools, universities, scholarship funds, homes for the aged,
hospitals, orphanages, etc.
Don't think the minority and retail
shareholders will mind as much as
they minded not being consulted regarding bail-outs.
Thi) can then be extended to the
broad upper crust making a similar
contribution.
Isn't it amazing that even as everyone was going on about Wawasan
2020, tllere wasn't a single billionaire
in the country prepared to put up a
subtantial endowment for the establishment of a university? Tnstead, if
they were going to put their money
into colleges, the idea was that they
would turn a profit for them.

Now, if the universities in the country were to be corporatized on this
basis, then maybe they stand a
chance of maturing into viable quality universities, instead of being
driven into being businesSC) trying
to tum a buck on everything. Everyone knows that the university side
of Harvard is subsidized by the corporate side of Harvard, and the corporate side operates largely with its
original endowments and current
donations from all.Dllni and philanthropists, these being invested to realize the funds with which to subsidize the university.
Now if the captains of Malaysian
business were to accept this social
compact, even the nonsense that
someofUu~m havt:UJumtith:.•d might
be forgiven. After all, who remembers tlle bad side of Rockefeller anymore, or that Ford was a racist and
anti-semite? But part of Rockefeller's
wealth, however gotten, went to
funding the University of Chicago
and tbe Rockefeller University.
But let's not have it tlle Ted Turner
way- big announcement at a party;
with big applause aJJ round, and
front page news. Just quietly will do.
lf this were done - we can have a
"Setia" rally, chaired by Tok Rahmat,
attended by all these captains of business and industry where they will
make their pledge, all duly televised
so that the people can watch it on TV,
videotape it, and see who was or was
not present- then the morality of asking tlle rakyat to cough up their few
ringgit to help the country through
the tough times would be dearer for
all to sec. 0
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Tahun i.ni aiyoo ...
banyak susah
Saham dan ringgit
dua-dua jatuh juga
Pergi shopping
tengok--tengolc sahaja
BOss cabphmus
Mhuntutuada

1

Sewarumah
susah mahu bayar
lllkutnanti kereta
bna tarik juga
Lagicakap,
Jagi pening kepala
Tahunini
baiiC lupalcan sahaja
Leaderkita
pandai cakap besar .
I<utuk Orang Barat
main kasar
Siapa pula betul
siapa yang Bellah
Rakyat biasa
akhir tanggung juga
Harapkan Wawasan
ditimpal sengsara
Orangbiasa
semua kurus kedana
Orang UMNO/BN
semua bundt kaya
lkat tali perut pun
hanya lubang kedua

Tapi ja.ngan paDik.
jangan serah kaJah
LepasRaya
I·
kuat kita kerja
Bela nasih bangsa
bela nasib negara
Orang UMNO/BN,
jlmganharapbn ~

DISTORTING THE FACTS
Who is guilty of distorting the truth about the Orang Asli?
By Colin Nicholas

lkram Jnmnluddin

g

n a somewhat unusual
move, the DirectorGeneral of the Orang
Asli Affairs Department
(JHEOA),
Ikram
]dllaluddin, called a media conference to explain how some Orang Asli leaders and journalists
have been influenced by local activists and western researchers
out to tarnish the good n~e of
the government in general and
the JHEOA in particular.
This they do, according to Ikram,
by writing "factual lies, halftruths, distortions, over-simplifications, conjectures, fabrications, factual errors, fact manipulations, generalisations, uncorroborated evidences and
speculations."

The media and Sarawak as the indigenous
conference peoples of this country.
was 'unusual'
because it was He then goes on, at length, to
the host's last give us a version of elementary
day as Direc- prehistory and anthropology
tor-General of that concludes that the question
theJHEOA.
of "original people" does not
arise anymore. What we have
Ikram (re- now are the descendants of
ferred to as 0- those who migrated to this
G here), out- country 5,000 years ago viz. the
lined 12 issues Malays, the Orang Asli and the
in his 34-page Natives of Sa bah and Sarawakstatement. These need some all known collectively today as
clarification as many of the ar- 'bumiputera'.
guments and comments he
makes in his issue-statement can Anyone who writes on the Orbe shown to be attempts at ang Asli is usually clear that the
disinfonnotionand distortion of people being referred to art> the
facts. For want of space, only indigenous minority people of
some arc discussed here.
Peninsular Malaysia, and not of
the whole of Malaysia. FurtherIssue 1:
more, what else does the term
Who are the First/
'Orang Asli' translate into if not
Original Indigenous
"Original People" or "First
People?
People"?
Essentially, the censure is that
the media has been accepting the The term, in fact, was introduced
view of the western researchers by the government in the early
that the Orang Asli are the 1960s, and is still used by the
"original" or "first" people of JHEOA in all aspects of its work,
Malaysia. By doing this, the 0- including its term of reference.
G contends, the media has auto- Furthermore, it is now well-acmatically denied the rights of the cepted by the Orang Asli themMalays and the natives ofSabah selv~.
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••••• 2:
lslanllsatlon and
Assimilation
Essentially, the D-G has denied
that there is any official
programme of islamising Orang
Asli or to assimilate them with
the Malays. He admits, however,
that the JHEOA was only involved in the former activity, officially, since 4 years ago; and
that, too, only to give logistical
support to other agencies doing
such work.
Orang Asli on the ground know
otherwise, to the extent that this
is a recurring issue that is raised
at recent AGMs of the Peninsular Malaysia Orang Asli Association (POASM).
Thus, to deny that there are various programmes aimed at lslamizing and assimilating the
OrangAsli is either an exposure
of genuine ignorance or <m .r~t
tempt at concealing the truth.
In fact, in 1983, the JHEOA put
out its "Strategi Perkembangan
Ugama Islam Di Kalangan
Masyarakat Orang Asli (A Strategy to Spread the Islamic Religion Among the Orang Asli
Community)", outlining its
RM14,214,500 plan (including
various aspects of positive discrimination) to fulfil its twoprong objective: "Pengislaman
seluruh masyarakat Orang Asli
(The Islamisation of the whole
Orang Asli community)" and
"lntegrasi/Assimilasi dian tara Orang-Orang Asli dengan masyarakat
Melayu (Integration/ Assimilation between the Orang Asli and
the Malay community)".

Objective S(d) of the present

JHEOA ''Ringkasan Program" G's statement are Robert Den tan
also states that it aims to and Kirk Endicott. Otherwise, it
"Mem pergia tka n usaha-usaha is difficult to assail who or from
penerapan satu sistem nilai yang where the D-G is quoting.
berteraskan nilai Islam ke da/ant
masyarakat Orang Asli supaya In this section, however, he spemereka dapat di bawa untuk cifically singles me out by name,
berintegrnsi dengan masyarakat calling me "extremely nai've"
umum klwsusnya masyarakat and "blind to facts" and points
Melayu. (Intensifying efforts to out a statement that I am supabsorb a value system that is posed to have written which is
based on Islamic values into the "simplistic" and "without absoOrang Asli community so that lute basis".
they can integrate with society
in general and the Malay com- Apparently I had claimed that
munity in particular.)" (How- ''because there are no boxes for
ever, the English version of this theca tegory 'Orang Asli' in gov"Programme Summary" does ernment forms, hence the reason
not have this statement.)
why they do not qualify for any
benefit under the "affirmative
Also, at least 250 "penggerak action" programmes of the govmasyarakat" (community mov- ernment".
ers) have been assigned to Orang Asli settlements with the un- While I have raised both items
disguised goal of soliciting con- as issues, they were made in
verts among the Orang Asli. This very separate contexts. The first
was part of the RM18 million was to demonstrate that Orang
programme in 1991 that in - Asli identity appears to be discluded the construction of appearing in official documents,
surau-cum-community halls in including censuses. The second
was in my attempt to show that
Orang Asli settlements.
the Orang Asli, despite being the
Since 1995, there is also a special "original people", generally do
"Dakwah (Mission) OrangAsli" not enjoy the same level of affirunit in Pusat [slam, with obvi- mative actions as do the Malays
ous objectives. Also, going by by virtue of the latter's special
the various newsreports in the position. I have never linked the
last few years, and the various two assertions together as the Din-houses magazines of the C has done, nor have I even put
JHEOA and Perkim, for ex- them in the same article!
ample, it is clear that there IS a
programme of Islamizing the In fact, for this reason 1 went to
Orang Asli, only perhaps the see him on 7 November 1997 at
JHEOA may not want to talk his new office at nu, primarily
to give him a set of some of my
about it.
articles on the Orang Asli, and
Issue 3:
to request that h~ show where it
Benefiting as
was that I was supposed to have
Bumlputras
written what he said I did. He
The only two foreign anthro- then confided that it was somepologists mentioned in the D- where (he could not then reAli ron Monthly 1998: 18(1) Feb Page I 5

member where) that somebody
else (whom he could not also remember) was quoting me. He
however promised to look for
the reference.

Issue 4:
JHEOA a s a
" Bircl Cage"
Basically the D-G is denying that
the JI IEOA now acts as the sole
agency for the Orang AsH for all
matters concerning them. This
may be so now, but was not so
for a long time. But then agcrin,
the D-G was only in this post for
the last two years and cannot
possibly be expected to know
the various persuasions and
resolutions made by both Orang
Asli and non-Orang Asli to have
the JHEOA adopt a multiagency approach as it is doing
now.
But then again, to say that the
JHEOA no longer "cages" the
Orang Asli is also not true. In the
few recent important negotiations with the government over
the acquisition of Orang Asli traditionallands, the JHEOA has
played a role that cannot be justified in its mandate to "work towards the interest, well-being
and progress" of the Orang Asli.

threats to the Orang Asli in- Maybe not, but the Orang Asli
clude: illegal immigrants, cul- is not an "occupation" but an
tural/ religious/ economic ex- ethnic group. Surely, one would
ploiters, researchers with certain not even think of having the
motives, agitators, and peddlers Malay Chambers of Commerce,
ofliqour, drugs and obscene vid- for example, being run by Chieos!
nese businessmen, no matter
how 'qualified' in business the
The deplorable sections of the latter may be.
Act pertaining to Orang Asli
land rights, or lack of it, appar- In any case, the D-G may not
ently does not feature in the D- realise this but a 30 per cent OrG's list of priorities for propos- ang Asli representation does not
ing any amendment to the Act. augur well, especially if in 1993
But then again, he pushes the it was revealed in Parliament
matter back to the Orang Asli that Orang Asli held 58.9 per
leaders for not having come up cent of the positions in the
with concrete proposals for JHEOA! How does he account
amending the Act, let alone put for the drop in Orang AsH posiup a detailed proposal to say tions in the JHEOA?
which sections need to be
amended and how.
The D-G cannot also say that
there are no Orang Asli who are
Unfortunately, he is no longer qualified for such posts as herethe D-C now, so it will be point- vealed during the media conferless to give him the documents ence for at least 138 Orang AsH
on the amendments and changes have thus far completed tertiary
to the Act that he wanted. This, education. In fact, there arc a
admittedly, is the omission of the number of Orang Asli in various
committee - comprising Orang government departments holdAsli leaders, academics and sup- ing very senior managerial poporters - that was working on sitions. I:, U1e JHEOA too good
this. We should have taken up for them?
his offer to look into amending
Issue 7 :
the Act, if only it had come earlier.
The Land Prolalem

Issue 5:
Outclatecl Allorlglnal
Peoples Act I 34

Issue 6:
No Orang Asli In
JHEOA's
Management

The D-C argues that, just as the
Intern aI Security Act (JSA) is still
needed today to keep away new
threats (despite the fact that the
communist threat is no longer
present), so too the Aboriginal
Peoples Act (Act 134, 1954) is
needed, despite its inception being due to security interests during the Emergency. The new

The D-G has revealed that, today, 30 per cent of the staff of
JHEOA are Orang Asli. This is
certainly not something to be
proud of. But then again, he argues, surely you do not expect
Majuikan or Risda to be staffed
entirely by fishermen or
smallholders respectively, in order that they run efficiently.
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The D-G seems to have a concrete plan to deal with the Orang Asli land problem. Regrettably, he will not be around to
see it to any fruition.
The record shows, however, that
during the period 1990-1~6, a
net total of 2,079 hectares of Orang Asli resen·es ha\'e been degazetted. And acconiing to the
JHEOA's O\'lt"Il statistics only 0.02
per cent of Orang Asli luwe title
to their lands.

Issue 8:
•slave Raiders"
Based on his queries with some
old people in Tapah and Kinta
as well as some Orang Asli, the
D-G dismisses the historical fact
that slavery ever existed in our
history, and that Orang Asli
were ever the targets of slaveraids.

various calls by Orang Asli leaders.

Issue 10:
Education

into account, the figure would be
much lower. How much lower,
we are not told.

But we are told that of the
The poor educational perfor- 100,000 poor families in the
mance of Orang Asli schoolchil- country who are classified as
dren has been squarely blamed poor, only 7per cent are from the
on children's own attitude, as Orang Asli community. This is a
welJ as that of their parents. We clever attempt to downplay the
are told that 55.6per cent of Or- problem of poverty among the
ang Asli school dropouts sur- Orang Asli. For, when you conIf casual interviews is the basis veyed by UKM last year an- sider that the Orang Asli only
of (re)writing history, ignoring swered "bored and lazy" and make up less than 0.5 percent of
as he did the volumes of re- "not interested" as reasons for the national population, you will
search in this topic, perhaps the their leaving schooL
see that the rate of poverty
D-G would care to visit settleamong the Orang Asli is 14 times
ments in Tapah where the Orang Anyone who has worked for more than that of all the other
Asli could show him the large some time with Orang Asli communities put together.
river stones where the slave- would know these are normal
raiders had sharpened their answers to be expected from a Orang Asli poverty is something
swords prior to swooping onto people accustomed not to em- very serious, and should be adOrang Asli villages. Or perhaps barrass others. Yet, apparently dressed seriously- without any
he can explain how, in some of no effort was made to look at the attempt to try to manipulate the
the old songs and myths of the underlying causes of such "atti- statistics. Similarly, the authoriOrang Asli, the pain of slave- tude", except to say that it is pos- ties should not pride themselves
raids is duly etched in their oral sibly due to their OrangAsli par- into saying that 30per cent of
ents themselves being bad ex- Orang Asli settlements have
tradition.
amples in view of their lack of electricity while 45per cent have
indiscipline ("playing truant at piped water. After more than
Issue 9:
work and dropping out") in four decades of government inNo Consultation
their workplaces, whether this tervention, the Orang Asli dewith Orang Asll
be at the JHEOA, in the PPH, in serve more.
The D-G says he has accommo- factories or in farms.
Issue 12:
dated Orang Asli participation
in JHEOA's programmes. The 1 think this issue is best left for
Exploitation
Orang Asli and their leaders the Orang Asli parents to reof Orang Asll
contend otherwise. In all likeli- spond to.
The D-G goes to great pains to
hood, the 'participation' of the
Orang Asli is only solicited afIssue 11:
show that the Malays are not the
only ones exploiting the Orang
ter the plans have been made or
Orang Asli
Asli. The Chinese, Indians,
the policies set.
Poverty Statistics
Punjabis, English, Americans,
The fact that the D-G is now pro- We are now told that the statis- Bangladeshis, Indonesians and
posing to set up a JHEOA-Orang tics released by the D-G in March the Orang Asli themselves are
Asli Consultative Panel is evi- this year- that 80.89 per cent of also involved in extracting opdence enough that no such effec- the Orang Asli live below the portunity from the Orang Asli.
tive process or body ever existed poverty line, and that of these This we do not deny.
before. This is despite that such 49.9 per cent are among the very
a body was suggested a decade poor- are actually over-estima- He goes on to state that the
ago in my writings and in the tions. If "real income" is taken JHEOA has evidence of the variAliron Monthly 1998: 18(1) Feb Poge 17

ous forms of exploitation, in- Malays. I now wonder if it is he
cluding using Orang AsH to get who has his own paranoia.
logging licences, to peddle
cheap liqour, trap protected ani- If the 0-G plans to continue his
mals, and to get Orang Asli girls role as watchdog of the writings
to work as 'puteri joget' and on the Orang Asli, perhaps he
guest relations officers. Some should also cast his net wider on
also marry Orang Asli to get the local scene. For, often, local
other "benefits" while others politicians and others are fond
buy handicrafts and carvings of misrepresenting the Orang
from Orang Asli at cheap rates Asli for their own agenda, or out
and sell them for exorbitant of genuine ignorance.
prices.
For example, the former Mentri
The JHEOA also has evidence Besar of Selangor, as have sevthat a non-Muslim missionary eral other government leaders,
falsified the thumbprints of Or- frequently referred to the Orang
ang Asli parents to enable their Asli as being still nomadic and
children to go to church. In all that it was necessary to resettle
of these cases, the D-C stresses, them in one place. As anybody
the Malays are not the main cul- who has. spent a little time with
the Orang Asli here knows, if
prits but the other races.
ever the Orang Asli are ' noMy only response must be: if the madic' it is precisely because of
D-G is aware of all these activi- the government's acquisition of
ties, and even has the evidence their lands for some project or
to boot, why was no action taken other, thus forcing them to move
against the "exploiters"? Surely, from their traditional, very
this was within his scope of settled lifestyles.
work; in fact, it is actually his reln a more shocking statement,
sponsibility.
the Editor of Dewan Masyarakat
In the concluding paragraph of (March 1997) wrote in his editohis -.tatement, the D-G asks: rial: " ... Ada pula Ora11g Asli yang
enggan tinggal di rumah yang
"Why is all this happening?"

disediakan oleh kerajaan. Mereka
To him, he writes, it is clear that meninggalkan rumah itu dan hidup
all these negative writings are di alas pokok (There are some Orpart of a "deliberate design" to angAsli who are reluctant to live
smear the image and credibility in houses provided to them by
of the government and the the government. They leave
JHEOA in particular, and the those houses and live on trees.)"!
Malays and Islam in general.
Whether consciously or uncon- It is surprising that such a statesciously, he adds, some of the ment should have been coughed
journalists have contributed in out by none other than the authe realisation of this "design". gust Dewan Bahasa dan
Pustaka. You would recall that
Somewhere earlier in his docu- some time ago when an English
ment the D-G refers to the crit- encyclopaedia mentioned that
ics being paranoid of the Malaysians lived in trees, the
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authorities rightly protested vchcmently.
Do we practise double standards when it comes to the Orang Asli? 0

The abOve is a mponse toll stalemmt rruule by theformer tlirtctorgeneral ofthe OrAng Asli Aff4irs
• Dqlrlrtment on 31 October 1997.
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calls for him to step down are
coming not only from the evil
foreign Western media- which,
as we know, is also trying to get
rid of our beloved Dr Mahathir
-but also from his own nationals. The business sector is thoroughly fed -up with him while
the hungry man in the street is
perhaps a little more than fedup.

Whimpering Tigers

Fasdnating ASIA
How the face of Asia has
changed in a matter of months.
Barely three months ago, foreign
businessmen were falling over
themselves to suck up to Indonesia and the Suharto children
in order to secure contracts ranging from highways to non-existent gold-mines.
Indonesia, with its 202 million
population, was seen as a fabulous market, and cronies and the
greedy children of the president
as gateways to that market. Yes,
the sons and daughters of the
ageing president were like royalty in a republican state. One of
his daughters was so wealthy
and influential that she was even
tipped to take over when daddy
retires. Just like royalty!
But today, Indonesia is more
likely to make the news because
of the downward flight of its beleaguered rupiah, a gradient of
descent made even more alarming after the president confirmed that he would go for a

In Thailand too, attractive actresses have been enlisted to promote Thai confidence in their
baht. Rallies have been held to
collect contributions from the
seventh term -he has been more public to help ease Thailand's
than 30 years on the "throne."
foreign debt and prop up the still
weak baht. Last month, 10,000
Meanwhile, some of his children Thais marched through the city,
have been featured in desperate chanting slogans and singing
publicity stunts - standing at patriotic songs before changing
bank counters to change fistfuls millions of dollars worth of forof US dollars into rupiah in a bid eign currency notes into baht.
to bolster public confidence in
the currency. Likewise, sexy in- It is hard to believe that this is
donesian actresses and singers the same country that was rehave been enlisted to pose with ported to be roaring to leap forstickers bearing the slogan: Aku ward as the new Asian tiger. The
Cintai Rupiah.
rate at which it was galloping
along was the envy of many
Great PR work, but rather too countries. It was held up as an
little too late and the Indonesian example of what democracy and
public wasn't buying much of it economic liberalisation could do
given the way they have been for an Asian economy. Even its
rushing to the banks. Some of notoriously corrupt politicians
those who did not have money could not deter all those invesin the bank to rush for, rushed tors and fund managers from
to stock up on essential items, scrambling for a piece of the
and almost daily there are re- Thai pie.
ports of looting and riots in some
part of this sprawling archi- But by far the most dramatic
pelago. Yes, Indonesia's elite is footage of patriotic sacrifice and
only now beginning to know effort has come from South Kowhat it is like when the natives rea. There, well-dressed women
have been lining up to part with
are angry.
chunks of their gold jewellery in
And poor, poor Suharto. The the name of national recovery.
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at's a pity that Thailand has not wanted to go. Other helpful suggone into this in a big way be- gestions: don't send your chilcause, some say, the jewellery dren for studies overseas,
belonging to some of the wives change your foreign currency to
of Thai politicians may even fi- ringgit, keep your money in lonance their country's expendi- cal banks.
ture for a whole year).
Frankly, the advice applies to the
Housewives and even the eld- Malaysian elite more than anyerly have been shown donating one else, including the very ones
small sums of money for a simi- making them. They are the ones
lar fund. Instead of blaming who send their children to study
George Soros and other wicked overseas - sometimes from secwesterners, or wallowing in self- ondary school on; they are the
pity, the Koreans have simply ones who keep their money in
got down to the task of recover- foreign banks and who still holiing, however basic or menial the day abroad. Just chuck a stone
effort may be. Presumably they in Kuching and chances are it
are also buying made-in-Korea will strike at least one politician
goods and foodstuff to lessen who spent last Christmas
their foreign debt. But then, they abroad, that is, if they have reprobably have more local things turned home.
to fall back on than, say, Malaysians.
Golden Appeal
Malaysians too are being ex- Perhaps one of the most comhorted to buy local, to be thrifty, pelling pictures - albeit posed
and to grow their own veg- - was a group of overweight
etables. Rarely a day passes MCA ministers tucking into tawithout some Minister or poli- pau lunches after their party
tician coming up with yet an- meeting, definitely a far cry
other "brilliant" suggestion for from the rather elaborate and
Malaysians to boost the local overly heavy lunches they
used to indulge in. They were
economy.
doing their part for the
Most average-income Malay- economy although some of
sians are frankly quite bewil- them looked like they could
dered by the hullabaloo and me- stop eating for a fortnight
dia hype about ways to save without serious damage to
money. For instance, they were their health. Conniving as the
quite bewildered by a publicity stunt was, it should
politician's call for families to perhaps be encouraged among
cook and eat at home; isn't that other parties and even the corwhat most people with limited porate sector. Malaysians too
often use food to show off, as
incomes do all the time?
a bribe, or simply have so
Take the bus to work, came an- much of it around that it is a
other helpful hint from the po- waste.
litical leadership - as though
most people are chauffeured to Recently, Dr M made a tentative
work and anywhere else they call for women's organisations
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to organise an effort for those
willing to donate their gold ornaments to the government.
Unsurprisingly, his suggestion
has met with hardly a ripple of
response and no women's group
has yet to rise to the challenge.
One can immediately think of
two reasons. One is that groups
do not think the economic
Clownturn is serious enough to
warrant action as drastic as parting with their treasured status
symbols. Besides, the political
leadership has continuously assured us that recovery is possible within six months.
There is probably also doubt that
the jewellery surrendered will
actually be put to good use.
They were not born yesterday,
and they have heard of the
rakyat's past "contributions" to
the nation: scary tales of how the
army bought Maggi meefor several ringgit per packet, of a steel
factory losing millions of ringgit
of taxpayers' money without
having to explain how that happened, of how a politician
roamed Australia's Gold Coast
with a suitcase of hard cash. Yes,
they probably did not want their
jewellery to end up in Malaysia's
X-files.

Thankfully, Malaysia has yet to
enlist the services of actresses or
singers to whip up patriotic love
for the ringgit. Our only fear is
that RTM will come up with yet
another corny song espousing
the merit of the ringgit! It's bad
enough having to listen to a
bunch of mediocre singers droning "IT! IT! Gunakan IT!" Imagine now if they were to switch
their tune to "Ringgit! Ringgit!
Gunakan Ringgit!" Things are
bad enough.

Rumour Mill
This is the season of rumours.
In Indonesia there were
rumours that Suharto had died
- which was silly b,ecause anyone who has seen Suharto in
action would have known that
he always looks like that
whether he is playing golf,
watching TV or giving a stateof-the-nation address (those
with a kinder disposition like
to say he looks asleep).

and only serves to underscore
the numerous calls by concerned groups to do away with
this oppressive Act.

Well, he should know.
Cambodia's history of genocide
and human rights abuses still
stands among history's bloodiest episodes. Hun Sen himself
has certainly not gone out of his
way to improve things at home
given the belligerent way he has
usurped the powers of
Cambodia's other Prime Minister and his elected royalist
Funcinpec party.

Besides, rumours usually thrive
when people feel that frank information is not forthcoming,
when the media churns out
more propaganda than informa'tion, when the credibility gap between truth and propaganda
grows too wide. As such, the
blame for rumour-mongering But Hun Sen, for all his samseng
lies quite squarely on the censors ways, is right about ASEAN. It
Back in Malaysia, there were -those who are not allowing real is in no position whatsoever to
equally vicious rumours that information to flow through.
preach about human rights and
one of Mahathir ' s sons had
democracy. Its newest member,
tried to commit suicide be- The ISA has been abused since Burma, is being ruled by a junta
cause of mountainous debts colonial times, fine-tuned dur- that is a first class usurpe~ which
and that Dr M would be step- ing the era of Ghazali Shafie and continues to terrorise and opping down. Absurd as the played like a seasoned violin un- press democratic forces in the
rumours were, there were der the Mahathir administra- country to stay in power.
many who actually bought it tion. But to use it to stop Saddled with a member that has
even after the allegedly sui- rumours and rumour-mongers such an awfully embarrassing
cidal son appeared in public is really unacceptable and totally human rights record, how can
looking healthier than a cereal against even the most basic of ASEAN possibly have the gall to
advertisement. As for stepping democratic ideals.
tell other countries to dean up
down, Dr M has, of course,
their act?
made it more than amply clear
Spurned
Ironically, it took the insolence
that he has no intention of doing so in the near future.
A slap in the face. That was ex- of one world-class human rights
actly what ASEAN recently got abuser to drive home the point
Vile as such rumours may be, from potential member, Cam- that Burma ought never to have
it is still not good enough a bodia, when it tried to patch been admitted into ASEAN as
reason for the use of the Inter- up things between Hun Sen long as the junta continued with
Prince
Norodom its iron-fisted rule.
nal Security Act. Bukit Aman and
recently released a warning Ranariddh. The power-obpress statement about "certain sessed Hun Sen was reported But then, ASEAN has always
groups" whose alleged to have slammed ASEAN with loved the argument that trade
rumour-mongering had af- the statement that it was in no and development should not be
fected the stability of local position to lecture Cambodia linked to a country's human
banks, thus causing depositors on democracy and human rights record. It is like saying it
to withdraw their money. The rights because "those counlries is okay to do business with
statement warned
that are no better than other coun - gangsters and terrorists. Likerumour-mongers could be ar- tries." He said ASEAN could wise, ASEAN has always argued
rested under the lSA, the Print- afford to tell others what to do that food and shelter priorities
ing Presses and Publications in the area of economics but should come before wishyAct and the Sedition Act. The not human rights and democ- washy stuff like democracy. In
basis for this threatened use of racy because "you yourselves Cambodia's case, it appears that
a bit more of democracy might
the ISA is highly disturbing cannot even do it."
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actually have been of more help
to Cambodians and less of a loss
offace toASEAN.

FlaHer Me

hurt although it is probable that
the feelings of one or two people
were - hurt that the KLSE composite ind ex and the ringgit
seemed more responsive to
Camdessus' statements than
those of our political leaders.

It is known as th e ThinSkinned Malaysian Syndrome.
The inability to take criticism,
Food For Thought
the tendency to take criticism
personally. Hence, criticism by In a rare ins tance of lucidity,
the west is often dismissed as UMNO Youth saw the Agricullies, as an inability by those ture Ministry for what it truly
foreigners to accept our was- inept, slow and completely
progress and success (that is, confused over how to respond
until six months ago). But any to the country's rising food bill
foreigner who praises us has to in the light of the currency cribe speaking the gospel truth sis. The movement slammed the
and his or her comments are Agriculture Ministry for its failsplashed in our newspapers ure to implement any short-term
and ca rried on national TV.
measures to overcome the food
shortage.
The Thin-Skinned Syndrome
has been stretched to even more The ministry, six months after
perverse levels oflate in the light the economic slowd<;>wn, has yet
of the economic crisis. Any two- to come up with any overall plan
sen worth of foreign opinion - to increase food p roduction
but only positive opinion, that apart from some vague longis - on Malaysia's economy is term aims (probably made in the
lapped up by us like a man dy- hope that by the time the aims
ing of thirst ru1d splashed in the are ready to be implemented papers like water over parched like in three years time - the
soil.
economy would have recovered).
Thus, the media went to town
with IMF's Michel Camdessus' The poor Minister. He probably
assurance that Malaysia did not didn' t know what hit him. There
need 1M F intervention. Not only he was, thinking that he could
that, the region will recover graze in leisure within this sewithin two years. The man date pasture known as the Agrispeaks the truth! Then, US De- culture Ministry for the few refence Secretary William Cohen maining years of his political
arrived declaring US commit- career (some think that Suleiman
ment to help the region get back Daud should have been put to
pasture long ago) and suddenly,
on its feet. More truth!
wham! He finds himself in the
Even more truth was to come in middle of a stampede, his Minthe form of management guru istry catapulted to the forefront
Kenichi Ohmae who declared: of the nation's basic needs.
the future of Asia is still bright.
For once, the "truth'' did not To expect Suleiman Daud to deal
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with the arduous demands of
the moment is like asking a goldfish used to the cosy confines of
a fishbowl to swim upstream.

In many ways, the government
only has itself to blame for the
sad state of agriculture in the
country. The last 15 years of economic growth has emphasised
manufacturing and trade to the
detriment of food production.
In fact, a former Agriculture
Minister u sed to say quite
proudly that there was no need
for Malaysia to be self-sufficient
in growing paddy despite rice
being a staple food because it
was cheaper to import from
Thailand and various other
places. In large parts ofthe countr)" paddy fields dried up and
lay idle while finding someone
whose ambition was to be a
farmer was even rarer than
meeting an honest politician.

Over the year s, Malaysia has
become frighteningly dependent on vegetable imports. For
instance, we imported RM769
million worth of vegetables
last year. Our total food import
bill is a whopping RMlO billion. The import bill for broccoli and cauliflower alone
came up to RM52 million.
Surely such figures ought to
have instigated the Ministry to
alert local entrepreneurs to the
money that is to be made in the
business of cultiYating vegetables. Ins tead, we were obsessed with chasi ng the
industrialisation dream - tallest building, giant dam, mammoth highways, high-tech airports, super corridors.
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Letters should preferably be no more than 250 words and must include the writer's name and
address. Shorter letters win be preferred and pseudonyms may be used. Letters should be
addressed to The Editor, AURAN MONTHLY, P.O. Box 1049, 10830 Penang, Malaysia. Views
expressed n eed not necessarily reflect those of Aliran.

Remembering
East Timor
6thA1miversary of tl1e Dili Massacre,
12 November 1997

Today, 6 years ago, Indonesian
troops opened fire on a memorial service at the Santa Cruz
Cemetary in the capital of East
Timor. Over 271 people were
killed, and a further 200 reported
missing. The inddent is now
known as the DiJi Massacre.
The Dill Massacre was only part
of the tragedy the East Timor
people had to endure w1der the
Indonesian occupation. Since the
Indonesian military invaded the
about-to-be-independent territoryin 1975, atleast200,000lives
or one third of its population
have perished in war and famines. Today, the East Timor
people are still suffering from harassment, arbitrary arrest, torture
and killing.
The Malaysian government's attitude towards East Timor is inconsistent with our position on
self-determina ti on. Al though
Malaysia strongly critidsed the
hypocrisy of the West for not
supporting the just struggles of
the people of South Africa,
Bosnia, Palestine, and other
Third World countries, yet the issue of East Timor was never
raised .
There is yet another reason why
we should remember the Dill
Massacre- for Malaysia too lost

a brave young soul in the incident. A young Malaysian student, Kamal Bamadhaj, was
among the victims of military
brutality.
Kamal went to East Timor in October 1991 because he wanted to
see the reality of life under Indonesian occupation. He was only
20 years old then.
Yet the Malaysian government
said nothing then or since then.
Malaysia, together with other
ASEAN countries, has refused to
cooperate with the United Nations and other international efforts to bring about a peaceful
resolution to the conflicts in East
Timor. While Malaysia and Indonesia pay lip service to the liberation struggle led by President
Nelson Mandela, they refused to
accept his call to dialogue with
East Timor resistance.

nearest neighbours. It is clearly
irresponsible and unethical for
our government to keep silent
over the atrocities. With the recent haze crisis and the stock
market and currency turmoil, we
should realise that countries in
this region are not isolated from
each other. For us to enjoy prosperity, stability and peace, we
need the cooperation of the entire region. This reminds us that
crises across the border, be it human rights or the environment,
are not merely the "internal affairs" of only one country.
The contribution of US$1 billion
by the Malaysian government to
relieve the Indonesian economic
crisis is a recognition of this fact.
H owever we question the wisdom of our financial assistance,
since it is tantamount to an implicit endorsement of abuses by
the Sullarto regime.

Last year, on 9 November 1996, The crises inside Indonesia are
non-governmental organisations problems which the entire region
from various Asia-Pacific coun- have to resolve together. And if
tries gathered in Kuala Lumpur the crisis in East Timor persists,
to hold the second Asia-Pacific there would be no lasting politiConference on East Timor. Riot- cal and economic stability in this
ers from th e youth wings of region. Thus we call on all govBarisan Nasional violenUy dis- ernments in ASEAN to acknowlrupted the conference and as- edge the legitimate right of the
saulted the participants. Instead East Timor people to peace and
of maintaining peaceful order, sel £-determination.
the police arrested and detained
60 activists and journalists, and We call on Prime !'vfinister Dr
46 internation al participants Mahathir Mohamad to use the
30th anniversary of ASEAN to
were deported.
initiate a just and peaceful settleMalaysia is on e of East T'rmor's ment for East Trmor. His couraAliran Monthly 1998: 18(1 ) Feb Page 24

geous initiative will again testify
to the international community
It is J t!J icaliun lu lht! pro!:!)rt!bS

last elections (1990). The juntaresponded by harassing and jailing
dt!t:lt!tl MPt..

man rights abuses.
Del1bie Stolhard

Co-ordinator1 Altsean-Bnnna

and well-being of the Third
World.

The country's economy has
steadily deteriorated, despite the
Solidaritas Timor Timur junta's enthusiastic wooing of
Kuala Lumpur foreign investors. Burma's economical crisis has seen the kyat
(currency) drop its value by more
Burma : A Junta By
than 100 per cent in the past year
Any Other Name
with a staggering 40 per cent inWould Stink As Bad
flation. The junta views technocrats with suspicion and refuses
A network of Asean-based to redirect funds from military
Burma activists on 16 November expenditure towards infrastruc1997 reiterated their call for ture (lnd human development.
Burma's military junta to start The consequences of Burma's remeaningful dialogue with the cent flood disaster arc expected
country's govemment-elect led to have a drastic impact on the
by Ms Aung San Suu Kyi while country's capacity to feed itself.
responding to news that the State
Law and Order Restoration This junta has been widely
Council (SLORC) had reconsti- criticised by the international
tuted itself as the State Peace and community, including the United
Nations General Assembly, for its
Development Council.
poor human rights record.
It is unacceptable that Bum1a Abuses including extra-judicial
continues to be run by a military killings, torture, forced labour,
junta, regardless of what it forced relocations, harassment
chooses to call itself. REAL and jailing of democracy activchange - not name change - is ists, recruitment of child soldiers,
what will help Burma out of its military offensives against ethnic
crisis. It could call itself the groups and religious minorities,
'warm and fuzzy council' but a have been widely documented.
junta by any other name would Schools were closed for an extended period this year, and unistink as bad.
versities have been closed for alThe first step towards genuine mosta year.
peace and development is meaningful dialogue with the govern- Changing the name of the counment-elect led by Ms Aung San try and later changing the name
Suu Kyi. Such talks, which of the junta, won't make the crishould include representation of ses go away. The peoples of
the ethnic groups, should lead to- Burma and the world are not so
wards a stabilisation of the crisis easily deluded. If they are seriand a transition to civilian rule. ous about 'peace' and developMs Suu Kyi led the National ment, they need to dialogue with
League for Democracy (NLD) to MsSuuKyiand the NLDand ima landslide victory in Burma's mediately stop the rampant hu-
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Citizens' Say In
Hospital Fees

Schedule
On 17 December 1997, the Minister of Health announced that
the Private Healthcare Facilities
& Services Act 1998 would be
tabled in Parliament in March to
replace the outdated Private
Hospital Act 1971. Girding itself
for a more regulatory role as its
provider function is whittled
away by corporatisation and
privatisation, the Minister of
Health also mentioned in passing that "a fees schedule for private hospitals was being formulated by his ministry and the relevant parties, including representatives from the private hospitals, doctors, the Malaysian
Medical Association and the Malaysian Private Hospitals Association" (Star, 18December1997).

Lt is dismaying that the "relevant
parties" to this should not explicitly include consumer and patient advocacy groups. The Minister seeks to reassure us that "the
fees will be subject to [government] approval ... to ensure fairness to the consumers". Given
the uninspiring record of government in regulating privatised services such as those provided by
Fomema,
Indah
Water
Konsortium, PLUS toll-highways, and hospital support services, fairness to the consumers
(and taxpayers) can only be assured by their effective representation on monitoring and regulatory bodies.

We call upon the government to the chance to debate, let alone apmake a genuine effort to solicit prove, this huge amount of pubinputs from civic groups con- lic money before it was made
cerned about healthcare reforms. known publicly. Why this indeIt is time to be more transparent cent haste to bypass Parliament
about the reform scenarios which on this important matter?
are being contemplated, and to
acknowledge the essential role of Dr Mahathir has complained in
civic groups in policy formula- his book The Malay Dilemma that
tion and in monitoring and regu- in the 1950s and 1960s Parliament
latory bodies.
was a mere rubber stamp. Is it
any different now?
Citizens' Health Initiative
Ptmang
Fan Yew Teng
Ipoh
• The above letter was also sent
to New Straits Times, the Star and
National Higher
the Sun.
Eclucatlon Funcl -

Austerity Drive?

Only For Bumlputra
Students?

We arc supposed to be a nation The word 'National' denotes
in the midst of an austerity drive, anything symbolic to 'whole' or
with the collective maturity and 'wholesome'. It can even mean
wisdom to tighten our belts by 'oneness'.
cancelling or postponing mega
Recently I came across an article
prestige projects.
in the NST dated 19 December
Wlly then has our government 1997 by Esther Tan who reported
awarded a RMS.6 billion contract comments from Najib Razak who
to a German company to build annow1ced that students in local
27 warships for us? Is there re- universities and selected private
ally such an urgent need for these institutions can apply for study
warships that we can't wait for loans from the National Higher
better economic times? Is there a Education Fund. The fund is
present imminent danger of our managed by tlle National Higher
nation going to be attacked by Education Fund Corporation
some neighbouring or slightly which would disburse the loans
more distant power? Or are we from February 1998.
buying these and other expensive military toys in order to This is a government fund for the
children of this country. An inimake our generals happy?
tial sum of RM100 million has
Our government has publicly been allocated to assist students
pledged to commit US$1 billion pursuinghighereducation. By all
to help Indonesia tide over her accounts, it is a caring and coneconomic woes. Of course we cerned effort by the government
should help our neighbours. which must be complimented.
However, what is puzzling is that
our Parliament was never given But what irks the common man
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is the fact that only Bumiputra
students studying in three private institutions can apply for
this loan.
Now why such terrible discrimination?
The firs t important thing our
PM must do is stop the government from being 'hypocritical'!
Our PM scoffs at other leaders
accusing them of being liars
and cheats. He at times speaks
up for equality, fairplay etc. but
here in his own backyard he
permits his ministers to continue with s uch unfair and unjust ethnic policies.
The poor students of this democratic country should not be subjected to such ugly trends of governance!
The money that the Minister is so
readily offering as loans belongs
to the people. It should be made
available to everyone - irrespective of ethnic origin.
The next millennium should see
a multi-ethnic society free from
discrimination, without having
to be categorised as Bumis and
non-Bumis. Citizens should be
simply referred to as Malaysians.
The first man from this country
to reach the peak of Mt Everest
was a Malaysian - not a nonBumi.
When will our leaders learn that
in this very short life a!> human
beings, it is not the religion that
counts, it is not the colour that
counts, it is not the creed that
counts. What matters most is that
we are human beings.

All fair minded citizens in this
country should reject all forms of
discriminatory policies and the
BN government in the next elections for practising such policies.

Besides the ringgit depreciation
against the US dollar, there are
other factors that have caused
general price increase as well as
difference in prices of the same
food item. Among them are:

Karuppan johor
Jolror

Oppose
Price Increase
And Wage Freeze
Parti Rakyat Malaysia (PRM)
protests against the ever increasing prices of goods, while the rcaI
value of incomes is decreasing.
We understand that the main
cause of price increase for imported goods is the ringgit's depreciation. But why should local
produce, like vegetables and fish,
increase in price too? Why is the
rate of price increase for such
items as dried chillies and garlic
higher than the rate of depreciation of the ringgit? And why
should there be great differences
in the prices of the same item at
different markets?
The most serious price increase
is that of daily necessities, and
those affected most adversely by
it are the lower and middle income groups. The Ministry for
Internal Trade and Consumer Affairs has failed to take any effective action. Measures he has
taken focus more on petty traders and retailers rather than big
business or wholesalers who enjoy monopoHes over the import,
production and distribution of
particular commodities. He reflects the tendency of government, which seems more keen to
protect the interests of big business than the welfare of ordinary
consumers.

• the privatisation policy that
has led to increase in tariffs
and tolls, which are often absorbed into the increased
prices of goods;
• ineffective enforcements of
price control, owing to shortage of officers and also rampant corruption;
• tendency of government to be
more on the side of big capitalists rather than the ordinary
people; and
• Christmas, Hari Raya and
New Year celebrations which
happen to fall quite close to
one another.
In order to stop prices from

incrasing further, PRM proposes the following:
• Stop exporting local produce
like fish, vegetables and fruits
to neighbouring countries and
encourage the sale of these
within the country through the
cooperative system;
• Overseas big companies
which have a monopoly over
production and marketing so
that they cannot manipulate
supplies and prices of goods;
• Enforce price control efficiently and ensure that prices
of commodities under price
control will not be increased
any further;
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• Review the policy and implementation of privatisation and
ensure that tariffs and tolls for
essential services will not be
increased;
• Formulate a new National Agricultural Policy in order to increase agricultural produce,
decrease imports of food, and
guarantee security; and
• Establish a Price Tribunal with
functions to investigate and
evaluate any application to increase prices of goods and to
make recommendations to the
government.
The burden of price increases
falls more heavily on the common people because their
wages have been frozen and
the purchasing power of their
existing wag<'S has fallen as a
result of inflation. PRM urges
that the wage freeze for the
lower and middle income
groups be withdrawn; in fact,
their wages and allowances
should never be reduced. The
present economic crisis may
worsen, followed by retrenchment of a large number of
workers. The government must
provide new training and expertise to retrenched workers
so that they can be prepared to
play more important roles
when the economy recovers. At
the same time, government financial allocations for social
services, like health, housing
and education s hould continue
to be provided so that these services remain at affordable rates
for the common people.

Parti Rakyat Malaysia
Kuala Lumpur

CURRENT CONCERNS

A record of Alirat1's stand on current affairs.

existence and sticks out sorely as
an anachronism in a civil society.
Employing this nefarious piece of
legislation against the so-called
religious deviance, passport forgery, among other things, does not
necessarily make this law just
Aliran veiws with deep con- and appropriate to the present
cern the recent re-arrest of time and situation.
two individuals, university
professor Lupti Ibrahim and If anything, this obsolete legislacollege lecturer Fadzlullah tion makes it glaringly clear the
Shuib, whose earlier deten- difference between an insecure
tion under the infamous In- and oppressive ruling elite on the
ternal Security Act was de- one hand deploying any means
clared unlawful on technical to retain power, and a caring,
grounds by High Court judge confident and democratic govChin Fook Yen.
ernment on the other upholding
the rule of law and honouring the
The swift re-arrest of the two per- principles of justice.
sons by the authorities under the
Aliran Executive Committee
ISA shortly after they were released by the High Court is not
5January 1998
only inhuman and unjust, but
/fll'llflp, 1 ...,Jdftlllt llf d d ' 1111/ l Ill! fl d
also suggests a contempt of
111 J11111 ~tf t/11 lllclllt ,fit 1f1H 111t d111
court.

Re-arrest Of Two
ISA Detainees :
An AHront To The
Rule Of Law

In addition, the high-handedness
flaunted by the authorities
would only lend credence to the
suspicion - within and outside
the country - that the authorities are not really committed to
the principle of rule of law, and
civil society.
lf the authorities have enough
evidence against the hvo individuals, we would expect them
to be tried in a court of law, and
not - as they are now - detained indefinitely and without
trial. lf not, it is only just that they
be released immediately and unconditionally.

This remnant of colonial legacy
has outlived its very purpose of

Austerity Drive,

Mocleratlon Ancl
Contracllctlons
Aliran supports the nation's desire to practise financial prudence in the face of the current
economic crisis.
This not only makes good economic sense but is also very
much in line with the social value
of moderation as promoted by
various religious traditions.

thrown caution to the wind.
Their apparent disregard for
public money and indulgence in
wastage will ultimately cause
further hardship to the ordinary
people.
In Selangor, for instance, we were
told of the Mentri Besar's opulent house renovation involving
a staggering RM5 million. In
Kedah, plans have been put in
place to implement the biggestand the most expensive (RM30
billion)- mind-boggling land
reclamation project.
ln Perak, a recent ne·wspaper report had it that the Mentri Besar,
who is a flying enthusiast, has
seen it necessary for the state to
help in buying a plane. What's
more, plans are afoot to build a
new Mentri Bcsar ' ~ r~:siu~ncc
even though it \'\'as purported
that this would not cost the state
any money.

Clearly, these forms of mindless
extravagance are vulgar in the
extreme especially when the ordinary people are beginning to
feel the real pinch of inflation and
belt-tightening.
We hope that this so-called national desire to be financially prudent will be practised at all levels of society, and that there will
be no glaring contradictions between promise and performance,
particularly among our leaders.
Alirn11 Execrttive ConmuHee

We are deeply concerned, however, by the antics of certain political leaders at the state government level who seem to have
Ali ran
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THE FORGOnEN
WORKERS
The Malaysian government should immediately ratify the UN
Convention on Protection Rights of All Migrant Workers and
Members of Their Families
By Irene Fernandez

g

igration, especially international labour migration, today is undoubtedly a growing phenomena globally, particularly within
the As1an region. l'h.is mobility
is being intensified with
globalisation, restructuring of
economies, trade and various
market forces. Within the current economic strategies
adopted, the world is seeing
huge gaps in growth and development.

ents for work is the only way to
have better education and
lifestyle, though the parents will
be far away. For governments,
it is a way to increase its Gross
National Product and production or to increase its foreign
currency reserves or to ease the
labour shortage when its
economy is booming. For employers, it is a very cheap source
oflabour that is temporary, with
fewer com:m.itments, and, for recruiters, it implies lucrative
business.

Tt is this inequality together with

the growiP~ debt faced by countries ' 1at has become a major
push factor for outward migration, mainly in the quest for employment. It is understood that
there are about 2 billion people
on the move globally. However,
this phenomenal number has
various implications on the lives
of people, on governments and
on nations.
Migration means different
things for different people. For
children, migration of their par-

vention on the Protection of All
Migrant Workers and Members
of Their Families.
However, in order for the convention to come into force, 20
nations have to ratify the document. To date, only nine countries have ratified the instrument. But at the same time, the
protection of the rights of migrant workers is sliding and we
see the emergence of a new form
of slavery.

The Coming Crisis

It is in recognising this reality Migration is no longer from the
that various organisations such south to the north for better opas tht> Asian Partnership on In- portunities, but an aggressive
ternational Migration, the Mi- inter-regional movement of
grant Forum for Asia, and the people for economic relief. And
Scalabrini Migration Centre, as thus we have the new economic
well as Tenaganita have decided tigers such as Korea, Taiwan,
to make today the first interna- Singapore, and Malaysia betional day of solidarity with mi- coming receivers of migrant
grant workers and their fami- labour to sustain their economic
lies. The date 18 December has growth. Malaysia, in fact, is curbeen chosen because it was on rently the largest importer of
that day in 1990 that the United migrant labour with about 3
Nations General Assembly million migrant workers, out of
adopted the b1temationa I Con- which half are undocumented.
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However, this scenario is going
to change tremendously as this
part of the Asian region is confronted with the economic crisis, collapse of currencies, and
major setbacks to the goals in
economic growth. There will be
serious repercussions on migrant labour, particularly with
the retrenchment of locals from
employment, as can be witnessed in Thailand where over
60,000 workers have already
been dismissed. The recent campaign against undocumented
workers by many countries
such as Korea, Japan and the
Gulf region are assuming a
harder stance.
During the last four months in
particular, the government, like
the erratic financial market, has
been equally erratic in its pronouncements of policies related
to migrant workers. Jn fact, at
times, Ministers have even contradicted themselves. The government, anxious to earn back
the losses incurred in the financial market and with the devaluation of the ringgit and
pressured into submitting itself
to glohal trade libcralisation
forces, has become unclear in
how much control it has in the
management of the economy
and, consequently, on labour demands. Thus, the migrant
worker is put in a very vulnerable situation.

wages and their documents.
The migrant worker is then left
in the cold, not being able to
work and not being able to go
back as he does not have his
documents.

down especially when projects
get completed. Such statements
do create tensions among our
local workers and among mjgrant workers who fear for their
security in employment.

The call to slow down in the And we recognise that increasconstruction sector has also ingly more and more migrant
brought about uncertainty workers will be retrenched or
among contractors. Workers are even literally thrown out from
being laid off or being given 3-4 their workplaces without their
days' work per week. While this documents. A number of emstrategy is to buy time for the ployers will capitalise on this
contractors who do not want to situation as they know that it is
let go the workers, it is creating the migrant worker who will be
new problems for the workers. open to arrest and detention.
We are concerned that the work- The arm of the law will fall on
ers may be thrown out in the the migrant worker and not on
the employer.
cold as well.
The plan to divert or redirect the
work-force to sectors that bring
about immediate foreign exchange earnings, like the plantation sector, raises many questions. The weak response to
work in the plantation sector
tells us that both the wages and
the conditions of work in this
sector are deplorable with little
respect for workers' rights.
In October, Deputy Home Aifairs Minister Tajol Rosli stated
that the country had more than
140,000 registered maids. They
would be sent back once their
work permits expire as these
maids were not contributing to
foreign exchange earnings and,
thus, not helping the country.
And this month, he further
stated that 260,000 workers
would be deployed to exportoriented sectors like the plantations.

This is evident already with the
increase in the number of complaints we at Tenaganita are receiving daily. Many irresponsible employers are taking the
opportunity to throw out migrant workers from their jobs Retrenchment is inevitable in
without giving them their view of the economic slowAliran Monthly 1998: 18( 1) Feb Page 30

Migrant workers on the other
hand fear returning home.
Many of them have borrowed a
lot of money, about &\119000 or
more, to get the job here. Tt usually takes two to three years for
a worker to pay up the debts.
But if they do go back without
settling their debts in
Bangladesh, they would either
be killed or have one of their organs taken and sold. And this
is why many of them prefer to
remain in the country, be undocumented and face the risk of
arrest and detention.
We are not short of examples of
cases. Recently we had the case
of two Indonesian maids who
were abused. Their documents
were held by the employer and
the agent. These hvo maids
could not make a police report
about the abuse as they had no
documents and thus could not
pursue their action for justice.
Another worker who voluntar-

ily left his work and wanted to
go back is still here. The employer is holding his passport
and has refused to purchase his
ticket. The employer has a security bond for the worker,
which he can use to purchase
the ticket and then get the immigration clearance for his exit
pass. We have tried many times
to negotiate with the employer
but have failed. When werequested the Immigration to intervene, it replied that it was the
third party!
By evading to take action, we
have only put the migrant
worker in a greater predicament. Now, while waiting for
intervention, the worker has
overstayed. And when he finally has togo, the Immigration
would ask him to pay a compoundofRM3000. Themigrant
worker would not have the
money and would rather go into
hiding. We have many similar
cases where the authorities have
failed to intervene.
Wrth this form of attitude both
from the employers and the authorities, we fear that the situation will worsen. There is no
reason to keep migrants who
want to return.
Though we have laws like the
Passport Act, they are not effectively but very selectively enforced. The authorities tend to
give high priority to collecting
as much compounds and fines
rather than to solving the problem. This would only give rise
to more and more migrants remaining in the country as undocumented workers. These
workers are constantly living in

fear as they do not have their construct our economy, to be
valid documents and have no more self-reliant and self-suffijob to sustain themselves. The cient, we cannot condone the
avenue for redress seems to be current behaviour of employers,
the double standards in the ena dead end as well.
forcement of laws by the auRecently, the Health Minister thorities, the increasing disparChuaJui11engrationalisedthe ity in accessibility to health care
formation ofFomema by stating and medical treatment and the
that the government required a continued discrimination, aliencomprehensive data base, elec- ation and stigmatisation of mitronically monitored, to control grant workers. We believe mithe spread of communicable dis- grant workers will be in this
eases brought about by mi- country for a long time to come.
grants. With this information,
workers can be deported for be- • Therefore, we call upon the
Malaysian government to
ing HIV+ or for having sexually
ratify the UN Convention
transmitted diseases.
on "Protection Rights of All
Migrant Workers and MemThis method of handling the
bers of Their Families as
problem (and by putting HTVI
AIDS and STDs on the same
soon as possible. Malaysia
level as malaria and leprosy)
has taken a lead, especially
in theintemationalarena on
only further segregates,
many issues. Let us also
stigmatises and discriminates
move forward and take the
against the migrant worker. It
major lead as a receiving
is a weak political ploy to gain
country to ratify this conthe confidence of the populace.
vention.
It further creates an artificial
sense of security among locals,
which makes people more vul- • We congratulate Malaysia
for ratifying the ILO Connerable to HIV infection.
vention 97, which discusses
the rights of migrant workProposals
ers. However, we call on the
government to streamline
The only effective way is to
and regulations to
policies
make and ensure that all mithe
requirements
in the ILO
grantworkers have easy access
Convention. This would
to proper medical care and treathelp us to have one comprement. For this to happen, medihensive national policy on
cal fees have to be kept low. The
migrant workers.
best way is to have a national
health financing scheme where
the rich pay more and the poor • As a major receiving country, we propose that the Maless, but everyone gets equal
laysian government moves
treatment and care.
its Memorandum of Understanding
that it currently
While we agree we need to take
has with the sending counpositive measures tore-look at
tries to that of bilateral
our economic strategies andreAli ron Monthly 1998: 18(1) Feb Page 31

agreements. This would be
much more binding, and
countries would be more accountable in monitoring the
departure of their citizens to
a third country.

•

•

Confronted with the current
economic
slow-down
where the construction sector will be the hardest hit,
we foresee a large retrenchment of workers that would
be mainly migrant workers.
Many workers will be
thrown out without compensation or a ticket to return. We propose that the
government gives a reprieve of at least three
months to migrant workers
to work, earn enough to
purchase their ticket, and return home.
From our experiences, we
are quite dear that many
migrant workers cannot return home because they are
unable to pay the RM3,000
compound imposed by the
Immigration before they are
given the exit pass. Many
employers are willing to
purchase the ticket and send
the workers home but unwilling to foot the compound or fine. This has contributed to the increase in
the number of undocumented workers in the
country.
The migrant
workercannotafford topay
this huge amount in fine
and so he would rather remain undocumented in the
country. Therefore, we propose the Immigration waive
the compound of RM3,000
for migrants who have been

undocumented and have
overstayed so that they can
return home quickly. This
would also reduce the number in detention centres or
in our prisons.

•

•

The government should be
more effective and just in its
enforcement of laws and
regulations. A stronger position and action must be
taken against errant employers who refuse to repatriate their workers fairly.
Employers who continue to
hold the passports of their
workers must be dealt with
much more seriously than
the immigration merely
stating that they are a third
party.
As long as we continue to
blame outsiders such as migrant workers for the poor
health situation and spread
of diseases, we will not increase the quality of health
of our people and of our environment to be safe and
free of disease. We must
ensure that all people have
access to fair and proper
medical care and treatment.
By charging migrant workers higher fees and by
threatening them with deportation, we will only create a disparity in treatment
and care. This strategy will
become a health hazard in
itseli. Therefore, we propose a National Social
Health Financing Scheme,
con trolled by the government where the rich pay
more and the poor less but
everyone gets equal treatment. Employers can con-
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tribute to this scheme and
healthcare becomes accessible to all.
In conclusion, on this special
day, w~ in Tenaganita express
our solidarity with all migrant
workers in our country and
their families and migrant
workers throughout the world.
We, together with all groups
working with migrant workers,
will join in solidarity to work
towards the promohon and protection of migrant workers and
their families.
We hope today will mark a significant step towards countries
ratifying the Convention and
thus bringing about greater dignity to the lives of migrant
workers. We also hope that each
18 December will be celebrated
as a day of solidarity with migrantworkers and their families
as we can see that, in the next
millennium, migrant workers
will be a major concern for the
world. 0
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COOKING, CLEANING AND
CHILD CARING
the workforce.

A wholistie approach is needed to resolve the ques~
tion of housework and our dependence on foreign
maids
Many Malaysians have expressed their objections
to the tightening Of laws on the hiring of foreign
maids. In this article RAJEN DEVARAJ probes the
issues involved and suggests a wholistic approach
involving employers, husbands and the government
towards .resolving the problem.

g

he October 24 announcement
by
Deputy Home Minister Mohd Tajol Rosli
Ghazali pertaining to the tightening of laws on the hiring of
foreign maids has riled many
people. The rationale behind
this announcement was that
this would be part of a strategy to limit the number ofioreign workers in the service sector- a sector that did not bring
high returns in foreign exchange or help generate much
income.

Employers protested against
this announcement, arguing
that it is impossible for working parents to do without a
maid and scoffed at Tajol

Rosli's suggestion that the help
oflocals be sought for this pur-

Has allowing families to employ foreign maids led to a
large number of women joining the workforce? The answer
is no! Hiring a foreign maid is
an option only available to a
privileged few. The vast majority of households do not have
the financial means to employ
a foreign maid. At present, a
mere 3 per cent of Malaysian
households employ foreign
maids.

Allowing households to employ foreign maids has not
substantially increased the parHousework And
ticipation of women in the
Foreign Maids
workforce. More radical stratThe number of working per- egies are called for.
sons in 1996 was estimated at
8,180,800. Of this, labour force If we want more women to enparticipation for men was 86.6 ter the workforce and at the
pet cent while that for women same time wish to reduce the
was only 47.2 per cent. When number of foreign maids then
people were asked why they two issues need to be considdid not work, 60.3 per cent of ered.
respondents in a 1995 survey
cited housework as the reason. • What steps need to be
taken to help families cope
The household chores of cookwith the problem of houseing, cleaning and caring for
work?
children are the main reasons • What would encourage lowhy many people, particularly
cals to work as domestic
women, find it difficult to join
maids?
pose.
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Creches At
The Workplace
If the State requires more
women to enter the workforce
then the State cannot turn a
blind eye to the issue of
childcare. Although the primary responsibility for childrearing obviously rests with individual families, child rearing
cannot be seen solely as the responsibility of individual families. The State is obliged to help
families shoulder this burden
-not only to encourage more
women to enter the workforce
but also because the wholistic
development of the child is in
everybody's interest.

One important way in which
the State can do this is by encouraging the setting up of
creches at the workplace. The
Government's call that private
sector employers do this voluntarily has fallen on deaf ears.
It is thus high time that the
State introduces legislation in
this regard.
Estate employers have for
years been providing their
workers with creche facilities
because it is a requirement under the Workers' Minimum
Standards of Housing and
Amenities Act. If estate employers can be compelled to
provide such facilities then
why not other private sector
employers?

ing such facilities for public Women can and must liberate
themselves from some of the
sector employees.
burden of doing housework by
If childcare centres can be set getting their husbands to
up at the workplace, more shoulder more respon.sibility.
women would enter the This change of attitudes within
workforce. Jt would also re- the family would make it
duce, to some extent, the ur- easier for more women to join
gent requirement of many the workforce as well as help
people for the services of a for- working parents cope, if they
eign maid.
have to do without a foreign
maid.

Sharing Household
Responsibilities

The State should also promote
the more equal sharing of
housework, if it is genuine in
its desire to encourage more
women to join the workforce
and help families cope. The
When the issue of foreign concept of shared household
maids is raised, we often hear respon.sibility could, for exprotests from women that it is ample, be introduced into the
no ea.sy task being both a work- school curriculum.
ing wife and a mother.13uthow
GeHing Local Help •
is it that it is so easy being a
Legal Reform
working husband and a father?
Introducing creches at the
Why is it that the entire burden workplace and a greater sharof cooking and cleaning and ing of household responsibilicaring for children is assumed ties may not eliminate comto be the responsibility of the pletely the need of certain
woman? Why is it that none of households for domestic help.
our leaders addresses this issue Can the help of locals be
Amore equal sharing of house- ·
hold .responsibilities within the
home would also reduce the
dependency on foreign maids.

Why is if that tlte entire bu1 den of

coolci.. ana cleaning and caring
lor children is assumecl to be the
respon•lbllity of the woman?

In addition to introducing new and why is it that women sought for this purpose? Not
legislation, the State should themselves fall so unquestion- unless legislation governing
also set a good example to ingly into these stereotype role domestic workers changes
radically and employers beother employers, by introduc- models?
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come more reasonable and less ing a domestic worker to work
demanding.
from 6 in the morni11g to 8 at
night - without a break - 365
It is not easy being a domestic days a year!
worker - it is a menial job
looked down upon by society. So it is not then merely a quesIn addition to this domestic tion of offering locals higher
workers have few of the fun- wages, as the Deputy Minister
damental rights accorded to would like us to think. Domesother categories of workers.
tic workers must certainly be
paid a fair wage but in addiDomestic workers are not cov- tion to this the State must unered by the Employees' Provi- dertake a serious revamp of
dent Fund Act and, as such, legislation governing domestic
their employers are not legally workers and accord them the
obliged to make EPF contribu- same rights as other workers if
more locals are to be encourtions.
aged to become domestic
Domestic workers are ex- maids.
cluded from the scope of the
The AHitude Of
Employees' Social Security Act
Employers
(SOCSO) and thus will not be
entitled to benefits under ei- Employers who need help
ther the Employment Injury with housework also have to
Scheme or the Invalidity Pen- decide whether it is domestic
sion Scheme ad ministered un- workers or bonded labour that
der this Act.
they require.
When it comes to the Employment Act, domestic workers
are excluded from the protection of large portions of the
Act. They are not entitled under the law to paid annual
leave, paid sick leave or paid
public holidays. They have no
right to receive termination
benefits if their services are terminated. They have no right to
either maternity leave or maternity allowance.
There is no limit to the number of hours in a day that they
can be required to work and
they are not entitled to a rest
day. There is, for example,
nothing legally wrong in ask-

An Integrated
Approach
The issue of reducing the number of foreign maids who are
helping families to cope with
the burden of housework and
encouraging more locals to fill
the vacuum resulting from the
reduction requires an integrated approach. We should
deal with the underlying problems rather than get bogged
down with and quibble over
short-term ad-hoc solutions.

The State, on its part, has to
push through legislation making it compulsory for employers to provide creches at the
workplace and to amend
labour laws so that domestic
workers are accorded the same
rights as other workers. The
State should also undertake
programmes to promote in
schools and among the general
public the concept of sharing
I am perplexed, when employ- housework.
ers categorise as "too demanding" the request of their do- Employers, on their part, must
mestic help for a day off! Or be prepared to rethink their atwhen employers complain that titudes towards domestic help.
the trouble with local, is that They must view domestic help
they can leave when they like! as working people with rights
Of course they can, and why and feelings. If they require loshould anyone deny them that cals to fill the vacuum then
right? It is after all only an "em- they must be prepared to pay.
ployer-employee" relationship It would also be in the longterm interest of employers to
and not slavery!
support labour reform that
Those of us who work can vol- would see domestic workers
untarily leave our job anytime being given the rights acthat we want to - for us to de- corded to other workers. 0
mand any less privilege from
those whom we employ as domestic workers is unfair and
morally indefensible.
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enough income from commercial spin-offs such as
property development to enable it to finance the cost of the
second link.
Subsequently, UEM assigned
its rights to a company known
as Prolink Development Sdn
Bhd. Both UEM and Prolink
are members of the Renong
group of companies.

Predictably, such news was
greeted with howls of protest
from government figures,
various associations, and the
public. Even Singaporean
companies denounced these
rates as "very high". (Sunday
Star, 28 December 1997). Remarks such as "Let's not kill
the goose that lays the golden
egg" (Letters, New Straits
Times, 1 January 1998) have
also been made.

Vast Amount Of Lancl
Acqul...cl By Prolink
One highly pertinent fact,
however, has been glaringly
omitted from the debate. The
entire second link project is a
privatisation project initially
awarded to United Engineers
(M) Bhd (UEM). About 10,921
hectares (27,000 acres) -a land
area about one-fifth the size of
Singapore - was acquired for
the privatisation.

The gazette notification for the
second link acquisition reads
as follows: "Projek Lebuhraya
Kedua Malaysia-Singapura dan
Pembangunan Kawasan Gelang
Patalz" (Second MalaysiaSingapore Expressway Project
and Development of the
Gelang Patah Area).
The vast amount ofland taken
- despite only a tiny fraction
of it being directly used for the
second link and other related
infrastructure - raised many
an eyebrow. It startled and
appalled even the most undiscerning layperson. ''What on
earth do they need so much
land for?" was the question on
the lips of those who knew
about the size of the acquisition.

This was the classic
privatisation rationale: if the
Government could not undertake the project due to lack of
funds, the concession holder
would then have to be given
land in exchange for bearing
the cost. I£ one was already
wondering at the huge area of
land acquired, subsequent developments were even more
startling.
Compensation given to the
affected landowners ranged
from 80 sen per sq ft for less
superior land to RM2.50 for
those in choice locations- giving an average of about
RM1.60 per sq ft. The affected
landown ers
comprised
smallholders with an average
of 5-10 acres to massive estates
with thousands of acres.
Many of those affected included farms with chicken,
pigs and cattle and various orchards.

The ostensible rationale for
the vast acquisition was that Claims for business losses due
the additional land was nee- to the relocation as a result of
essary for UEM to generate the acquisition were in most
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cases rejected by the Court. In
many cases, Prolink Development objected to the compensation awarded to the landowners which was based on
the valuation by the
Government's
Jabatan
Penilaian (Valuation Department).
According to the Land Acquisition Act, if the acquiring authority objects to the award,
then 25 per cent of the sum
awarded is withheld till the
final issue of compensation is
resolved by the Court, after an
appeal by the landowner for
higher compensation. However, interest at 8 per cent has
to be paid on the 25 per cent
that is withheld.

five years down the road,
when the second link is by
now already in use, some of
the landowners have not yet
been refunded the principal
amount of the 25 per cent
withheld, let alone the additional interest at 8 per cent per
annum. The estimated profit
that Prolink can make from
reselling portions of the acquired land, including the
commercial benefits of developing parts of it is a mindboggling RMS billion.

According to a statement by
Works Minister Samy Vellu in
the · New Straits Times on 2
January 1998, Malaysia built
its portion of the second link
at a cost of RM1.2 billion. In
addition, other infrastructure
A Wlnclfall
such as the customs and imHaving acquired the land, migration complex and staff
Prolink Sdn Bhd then sub-di- housing was built at a cost of
vided a large portion of the RM600 million.
land into parcels of 200-500
acres, provided basic infra- That still leaves a cool and
structure such as roads, and clean RM3 billion surplus for
then was said to have offered the parties involved in the
for sale these very same plots whole project.
of land at an average of RM10Taking The MaHer
15 per sq ft barely two years
To Court
later. Tt is indeed ironic that it
had objected to the earlier One landowner who did not
award of RM1-2 per sq ft on take this matter lying down
the grounds that il was exces- was Ilonan Plantations Sdn
Bhd, an estate that straddles
sive!
about 2,500 acres. Honan
Today, many parts of the ac- (which was controlled by the
quired land boast sophisti- Mun Loong group at that
cated townships such as time) challenged the legality
Taman Bukit Indah and of the acquisition in the Johor
Bandar Nusajaya, reputed to Baru High Court.
be the largest township in
Malaysia. However, to date, Its main grounds of challenge
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were that the decision to acquire its land was done in bad
faith and was ultra vires the
scope of the Land Acquisition
Act as its land was situated
many miles from the then proposed link and therefore
could not reasonably be required for that purpose.
It claimed that, in 1990, the

Menteri Besar had agreed
with its proposal to develop
its land into a mixed commercial and residential development. In April1993, however,
UEM entered into an agreement with the State Government for the proposed said acquisition.
InMarch 1995,itwasawarded
80 cents per sq ft for its land
but later that year it came to
know that Prolink was proposing to develop the land in
a very similar manner as it
had proposed and that their
erstwhile land was being offered for sale at RM17 per sq
ft.
It then filed its suit alleging

that the State Authority's decision to acquire its land was
done in bad faith as the
Renong group had actual
knowledge of its plan to develop the said land and were
using this confidential insider
information known to them to
their advantage and that they
(the State Authority and the
Renong group) would unfairly reap huge financial rewards to the detriment and
prejudice of Honan. Honan's

application, however, was rejected by the Court
and the acquisition proceeded as scheduled.

SMOG GETS
IN OUR EYES

Double Indignity
There is a double whammy involved in this whole
scenario -land acquired other than for a public purpose has reaped massive profits for the acquiring
authority and, to add salt to the wound, exorbitant toll rates are now being proposed for the new
2km bridge and its supplementary highway.
Imagine the thousands of landowners having to
suffer a double indignity: seeing their land acquired against their will subsequently resold at
many times the price (albeit with minimal infrastructure) and then paying the proposed high toll
rates when their land was acquired at rockbottom
prices.
It has been said that, in the circumstances, if a nominal RMl toll were to be collected for the continued
maintenance of the second link and its attendant
highway, it would be erring on the side of generosity.
At a time when the entire nation is on an austerity
drive and in the throes of an economic crisis, it is
audacious that certain quarters would in effect be
given a cash cow at the expense of an already overburdened public. Can the concession holder have
the cake and eat it by reaping staggering profits
without having to account for them and then having a cash cow to boot?
Because of the many question marks that cloud the
whole issue, an immediate response is imperative
as the second link is toll-free for January only while
the rates are being finalised. In a predicament such
as this, it is better not to act in haste- it would be
wiser to extend the toll-free period for at least another month while a more thorough review of this
crucial issue is undertaken. 0

The rorilb, tm Alinm Monthly rt~~der, is a Johor
resitlenl who has been closely following the issue.

(fur Datuk Ml1lunnd RDI~m~~t, Chairman
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NlliiDMI D1saster and Relief MnnRgtmmt Ccmrmitteel

Mat asked me how I knew

My poor lungs were through
I, of course, replied
Something sick inside
Cannot be denied,
Mat said someday you'll find
were not unkind
But when your throat's on fire
You know it's all lies
Smt>g gets in your eyes.

we

So I cursed him as i weakly coughed
To think he could botch the task
For today my health has flown away
Inspite of my damn mask.

Now coughing friends red-eyed
With tears we cannot hide
Clasp our hands and pray
That this ugly flame dies
Smog gets in our eyes ....

Cecil RAjendra

(lb tire

tune of•s,.olu G~ mYour Eyes')

SEMINAR ON

HOUSING & POVERTY
IN MALAYSIA
Otpnised by The Human Rights Society
of Malaysia (l"enataan HAKAM)
Date:
Tune:
Venue:

22 February 1998
8.30 am
Auditorium, LPPKN Building
Jalan Raja Laut, Ktala Lumpur
Registration fee: RM20
Speakers:
Colin Nicholas
Prof. Hamdan Adnan
Dr Syed Husin Ali
Dato Fuad Hassan
Opening address Dr Ting Chew Peh.
Please contact the HAKAM Secret.uy at 03-7757767
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PREVENI

PRI~E

INGREASE

Rally round Aliran Monthly
es, help us to prevent
the price of Alira1z
Monthly from going
up- otherwise the Monthly is
going to cost more.
l"'c ......._...,.

In January last year, the printing cost of the Monthly went
up by 17 per cent and we were
forced - rather reluctantly- to
increase the price then.

he or she pays RM1.05 as commission. We receive only
RM1.95 (out of the RM3) for
e''ery copy sold - and this is
only paid to us 3 months later.
In spite of the 3 months' grace,
we are not paid promptly usually the delay is longer. ln
addition we absorb the cost of
unsold copies of the Monthly.

It is not possible for us to furAs from January 1998, the ther absorb the new increase
printing cost of the Monthly in printing cost - unless you,
has gone up again by another our loyal readers, intervene
and give us a helping hand.
16 per cent.
In other words from January
1997 to January 1998 - within
a span of 13 months - the
printing cost of the Monthly
has soared by 36 per cent. And
if we can help it, we do not
want to increase the price of
the Monthly once again. Aliran
Monthly does not carry any
advertisements. Our income
comes solely from the sales
and from public donations
from friends.
For every copy of the Monthly
you buy from the stalls/
shops, we pay a 35 per cent
commission. In practical
terms, it means for every RM3
a reader pays to buy the
Monthly from the shopkeeper,

If we can double our sales, we
can easily achieve this- then

we can stick to the old price
o£RM3.
If every reader can bring in a
subscriber, this target can be
met. If every reader of the
Monthly can in turn become a
subscriber- instead of buying
the magazine from the shelf that will also help tremendously.

Please help us to serve you
and avert a price rise - Get us
a subscriber and be a subscriber as well.
With warm regards for a
happy new year.
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It was announced that tolls
for the new bridge would be
collected on both the onward and return trips journeys (,making it R}.433 for a
round, trip for cars and taxis)
and that the present RM2.10
toll for the causeway would
be rai,sed in line with the second link such that commuters would not flock to use
Singapore .had proposed the cheaper option leaving
S$3.50 (R.M8SO) for cars and the second link under~
taxis, S$9 for buses and vansJ utilised.
S$23 for lorries, and S$0.50 for
Debate about the toll rate for motorcycles to be imposed on
the second link has r~ged ever its end of the new bridge.

he causeway linking
Malaysi,a
ahd
Singapore was built
by the British long before Independence. Despite many
improvements over the decades, it is still woefully inadequate to serve the ever-growing demands of users f.rom
both countries. But after m1;1ny
yecu-s of waiting with bated
breath( the second link between
Malaysia
and
Singapore is now a reality.

since the proposed figures
were revealed just before
Christmas last year. The
Work& Ministry had proposed
that toll rates on the Malaysian side of tht:: second link be
set at RM8 for cars and taxis,
RM21 for buses and vans,
RM53 for lorries, and RMl for
motorcycles.
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